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MINUTES 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING: April15, 1998 
Home Page: Faculty/Staff/Student > Faculty Senate 
Video available in Media Circulation for three meetings 
·>residing Officer: 
.{ecording Secretary: 
Robert H. Perkins 
Marsha Brandt 
Meeting was called to order at 3:10p.m. 
ROLLCALL: 
Senators: All Senators or their Alternates were present except Jim Beaghan, Delores Cleary, Don Cocheba, Bobby Cummings, 
Lisa Ely, Gerald Gunn, Jim Hawkins, Wendy Mustain, Sid Nesselroad, Patrick O'Shaughnessy, Debra Prigge, Alberta 
Thyfault. 
Visitors: Fuentes Augustin, , Glen Bach, Nancy Bradshaw, Daniel CannCasiato, Michael Chinn, David Dauwalder, Susan 
Donahoe, Jim Eubanks, Barney Erickson, Don Nix, Barbara Radke, Clara Richardson, Russ Schultz 
CHANGES TO AGENDA: Add Ad Hoc Salary Equity Committee Report under Chair Report 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the March 4, 1998, Faculty Senate meeting were approved as distributed. 
COMMUNICATIONS: Dauwalder: 3/5/98, Re: Proposed Changes to the Faculty Code 
Concerned Faculty Member: 3/5/98, Funds for: Distance Ed, Administrator Salaries 
REPORTS: 
1. CHAIR 
Election of 1998/99 Facultv Senate Executive Committee 
MOTION NO. 3144 Motion passed to elect by acclamation John Alsoszatai-Petheo, Anthropology, as the 1998-99 
Faculty Senate Chair. 
MOTION NO. 3145 Motion passed to elect by acclamation Linda Beath, Curriculum & Supervision, as the 1998-99 
Faculty Senate Chair Elect. 
MOTION NO. 3146 Motion passed to elect by acclamation Terry De Vietti, Psychology, as the 1999-99 Faculty Senate 
Secretary. 
The following individuals were nominated to the position of At-Large Member: Louise Baxter, 
Biological Sciences; Cindy Emmans, Curriculum & Supervision; Walt Kaminski, Industrial & Engineering 
Technology; Michell Kidwell, Computer Sciences; Lynn Richmond, Business Administration. Ballots were 
distributed to Senators and they were instructed to vote for two individuals; the nominees receiving the highest 
plurality of votes will become the two at-large members of the Executive Committee. 
MOTION NO. 3147 Chair Perkins moved that the Faculty Senate accept the following results for the positions of 
At-Large Members, as calculated by and of the 1997-98 Senate Executive Committee: At-Large 
Member; At-Large Member. Motion passed. 
1997/98 F·acu.lty Senate Executive Committee Membership [effective 6/15/98] 
CHAIR: John Alsoszatai-Petheo, Anthropology 
CHAIR ELECT: Linda Beath, Curriculum & Supervision 
SECRETARY: Terry De Vietti, Psychology 
AT-LARGE MEMBER: Louise Baxter, Biological Sciences 
AT-LARGE MEMBER: Michelle Kidwell, Computer Sciences 
PAST CHAIR: Robert Perkins, AMBE 
Strategic Planning Forums: Phil Backlund, Chair of the Strategic Planning Committee shared a handout inviting all 
faculty, students and staff to the 1998 CWU Strategic Planning Forums on April22 and 24 
in Barge 412, 2:00-4:30 p.m. 
Minutes: Faculty Senate Meeting: 4/15/98 
Proposed Reassignment of Major Roles among Administrative Officers in Academic Affairs: 
ProvosrDauwalder explained the changes in the following positions/committee: 
Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs, 
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs and Vice Provost for Instructional Technology, 
Dean of Library & Media Services, 
Dean of Graduate Studies & Research, 
Dean of Continuing Education, 
Dean of Academic Services, 
Director of International Studies & Programs 
Director oflnstitutional Studies, Assessment; & Eo a!tta:tion 
D ireetot of Assesstnent 1md interi:m Di:t eetor ef Cttrtiettlttm De 1'elep111c11t1Re Y ie<'t, and 
Ad Hoc Faculty Instructional Development Advisory Committee (full handout in Senate Office). 
Ad Hoc Committee on Salary Equity: Russ Schultz reported the problems the committee has encountered with the 
vendors. The RFP's (Request for Proposai) will be resubmitted. 
2. VICE CHAIR- No Report 
3. PRESIDENT -President Nelson presented and answered questions on the following: 
Changing Needs of Students for the 21st Century: Ivory V. Nelson, 4/14/98 
The Essence of Central Washington University in 2003: Ivory V. Nelson 
A Progress Report on Degree Center Capital Planning (Lynnwood, SeaTac, Yakima), 3/27/98 
CWU 1999-2009 Ten-Year Capital Budget Plan, April 8, 1998 
Summary of 1998 Legislative Session, Aprill4, 1998 
Spokane Area Higher Education Studies, April14, 1998 
4. AD HOC COMMITTEE ON GRADE INFLATION 
Robert Fordan presented the Grade Inflation Questionnaire as follows: 
In response to President Ivory Nelson's inquiry as to whether grade inflation was prevalent on the Central Washington 
University campus, the Faculty Senate directed the Faculty Senate Executive Committee under Motion No. 3039 to create an 
Ad Hoc Committee on Grade Inflation. The committee was formed with Professor Robert Fordan as the committee chairman 
which initially met on December 5, 1995. The grad~ inflation issue was studied for a period of approximately six months by 
reviewing data made available from CWU's Office of Institutional Studies as well as a research report from the University of 
Washington. A report was submitted to the Faculty Senate Executive Committee on May 16, 1996, and subsequently accepted. 
This report and all internal data and external reports that were reviewed are on file at the Faculty Senate Office. 
The Grade Inflation Committee did fmd evidence of grade inflation on the CWU campus. It was the committee's 
recommendation that a questionnaire be sent to all department chairs and faculty to gather information that would help the 
Senate Executive Committee to set in motion to curb grade inflation. 
Attached to this memorandum is a questionnaire that requests assistance from all campus departments in obtaining answers 
to specific issues. Please respond with your department's answers to the attached questionnaire by June 1, 1998. Please send 
completed questionnaires to: Faculty Senate Office- Mail Stop 7509 
..._ I 
2 
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FACULTY SENATE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON GRADE INFLATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
4/2/98 
Please review the packet of information received from Dartmouth College. 
After reading the packet, please answer questions 1-5. 
1. Do you think having a measure of central tendency on a CWU student's transcript would help evaluators, 
such as graduate school reviewers or job interviewers, to better interpret grades obtained by students? 
2. If yes, would you prefer the mean or the median score as the measure of central tendency? 
3. Do you support the inclusion of a measure of central tendency on a student's transcript? 
4. If "no," do you support the inclusion of a measure of central tendency on a student's quarterly grade report? 
5. What additional information do you think the university should provide on transcripts that would enable 
evaluators to better interpret student grades? 
DYes DNo 
DMean DMedian 
DYes DNo 
DYes DNo 
The Faculty Senate recently adopted an Academic Affairs Committee recommendation urging all departments to re-evaluate their 
current course offerings to ensure that all courses for which letter grades are given be based on substantive evaluation, and that all other 
courses be changed to S/U. 
6. At:e there courses offered in your department which you believe should be taught as Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory (S/U) 
which are currently evaluated on a letter grade basis? DYes DNo 
7. If you answered "yes" to question #6, how many courses? Please check one: D 1 D2 D3 D 4 D5 or more 
8. If you answered "yes" to question #6, is your department taking action to convert these courses to an S/U basis? DYes DNo 
9. Do you think a positive correlation exists between Student Evaluation oflnstruction (SEOI's) ratings and grades 
students receive in those courses? DYes DNo 
10. Do you think SEOI's are used by students to extract higher grades from non-tenured faculty? DYes DNo 
11. Do you think non-tenured faculty award higher grades to obtain higher SEOI's DYes DNo 
It has been discussed in our ad hoc committee that one way to ensure consistency in adacemic standards might be for departments with 
rnultiple ojferi'ngs of a course wught by more than one instructor, to develqp course requirements and grading crl'teria that are 
~·onsistent for all offerings of the course. This way. students might be les~ likely to "shop around'' for an instructor who has less 
rigorous course requirements. 
12. Does your department have multiple offerings of the same course being taught by different instructors? 
13. If so, has your department developed a course requirement and grading process that is consistent for the 
multiple offering of the same course? 
14. If"No," would you support such efforts by departments? 
15. Why or why not? 
16. Please write additional comments/questions below: 
Concerns were expressed regarding: 
DYes DNo 
DYes DNo 
DYes DNo 
1) the message that would be sent by having the measure of central tendency on a CWU student's transcript, 
2) for what purpose are questions 9 and 10 being asked, 
3) asking for opinions vs. data, "do you think" vs "would you like to see the evidence," 
4) question #1: "do you think it will help ... ?"does not take into account that graduate school reviewers and 
job interviewers will be provided with this information nationwide which may put CWU students at an 
unfair advantage or disadvantage. It is impossible to tell because comparisons will be made between 
universities that have not adopted similar procedures. 
5) If we really want to know whether or not the faculty wants the information, we should simply ask "Would 
the faculty approve a study to look at the relationship between SUI and Grading. 
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5. FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
MOTION NO. 3148: Susan Donahoe of the Academic Affairs Committee presented a motion for consideration and 
approval of Policy on Concurrent Degrees as follows: 
Policy on Concurrent Degrees 
The Academic Affairs Committee recommends the following changes be made to the Policy on Concurrent Degrees, 
Section V. J, of the Handbook of Academic Policy. Proposed new wording is underlined. 
J. Concurrent Baccalaureate Degrees 
1. A student may be awarded more than one baccalaureate degree (B.A. , B.A. Ed., B. MUS, B.S.) at the same time 
provided that requirements of both the degree programs have been completed. 
2. Double majors within the same baccalaureate program do not constitute separate baccalaureate degrees . 
3. lN DISCrPLINES OFFERlNG MULTIPLE BACCALAUREATE DEGREES WITH IDENTICAL OR SIMILAR 
NAMES. E. G., B.A. AND B.S. IN BIOLOGY, ONLY ONE DEGREE WILL BE AWARDED. EXCEPTIONS 
TO THIS POLICY REOUlRE APPROVAL BY THE DEPARTMENT CHAIR AND THE APPROPRIATE· 
DEAN. 
Rationale: 
While not often, it sometimes happens that students request multiple degrees which bear the same name in a particular 
discipline. It usually occurs when the requirements of one degree are wholly included in the other degree. The student's 
motivation usually seems to be to accumulate as many titles as possible, which, in the view of the Committee, is akin to 
padding a resume and tends to diminish the legitimacy of our degree programs. 
We also discovered during our deliberations where there might be occasions such degrees might be justifiably awarded. 
In such cases, therefore, we recommend that the department chair and dean sign off on them. 
Departments and the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee are urged to examine degree titles for inappropriate or 
confusing similarities which may contribute to confusion or abuses of our degrees. 
Currently the Registrar has no policy to guide her, and therefore the Committee seeks to clarify the matter by making 
the above recommendations. 
Motion No. 3148 Passed with one abstain 
MOTION NO. 3149 Susan Donahoe of the Academic Affairs Committee presented a motion for consideration and 
approval of Catalogue Policy as follows: 
Catalogue Policy 
In response to the charge dated January 27, 1998, from the Faculty Senate Executive Committee concerning deadlines 
for submitting curricular materials for inclusion in the Catalogue, theAcademic Affairs Committee submits the following 
recommendation: 
1. Material for inclusion in the catalogue must be submitted in accordance with procedures established in the 
Handbook of Curricular Planning and Procedures. 
2. To be considered for inclusion in the next catalogue, changes must be submitted to the Faculty Senate Curriculum 
Committee no later than the first meeting of Winter Quarter. Specific dates for submission of material to the deans 
and other parties to be considered for inclusion will be established jointly by the Registrar, the Academic Council, 
the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, and the Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate. The final deadline 
for inclusion in the catalogue will be established by the Registrar Provost in consultation with the Academic 
Council and the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee. 
3. If changes are approved by the established fmal deadlines, then they will be effective the following Fall Quarter. 
They will be published in the yearly catalogue. 
Rationale: 
The Academic Affairs Committee has discussed the issues with Carolyn Well, Registrar, Sandy Oftedahl and Phyllis 
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Weddington of the Registrar's office, as well as Clara Richardson, Chair of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee. 
The Academic Affairs Committee does not believe that details of curriculum submission, including dates, should be 
created by the Academic Affairs Committee and be regarded as a part of basic academic policy. Rather, we believe these 
details should be creations of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, the Academic Council, the Registrar, and the 
Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate. 
Since the ultimate deadline must be that necessary for timely publication, we have specified that the Registrar have the 
final say about that date in consultation with the Academic Council. Prior to that, we believe that the Curriculum 
Committee should be able to say when material should be sent to them for timely processing. The deadlines for submission 
to the deans for approval, however, may vary from school to school according to the different constraints they may 
experience because, for instance, accreditation considerations. For this reason, we recommend that these dates be worked 
out jointly by the Registrar, Academic Council, Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee and the Executive Committee of the 
Faculty Senate. 
As a matter of principle, basic policy should identify the points at which decisions concerning procedures should be 
made and identify those who are responsible for executing those procedures. In most instances, basic policy should not get 
deeply involved in creating procedures themselves. We believe these recommendations identify the key participants in the 
process and the means for setting appropriate deadlines. Beyond that, the participants are the best ones to work out the 
details. 
End of report. 
MOTION 3149A 
Baxter moved and Alsoszatai-Petheo seconded to amend the last sentence of 2., to change Registrar to Provost 
Motion 3149 Passed as amended 
BUDGET COMMITTEE - Is still waiting on the Code Committee. 
CODE COMMITTEE- Is holding a Code Hearing on April22, 1998. 
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
MOTION NO. 3150: Andrew Spencer moved and Terry De Vietti seconded a motion to suspend the Bylaws . 
Motion Passed 
MOTION NO. 3151: Curriculum Committee member Clara Richardson moved approval of New Program proposal: 
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art with Specia~mon~~aphic Design and Studio Art, as distributed. 
Motion Passed 
MOTION NO. 3152: Curriculum Committee member Clara Richardson moved approval of New Program proposal: 
Primate Behavior and Ecology Bachelor of Science, as distributed. 
Motion Passed 
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 5:30p.m. due to a lack of quorum. 
***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: May 6, 1998*** 
BARGE412 
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FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
:10 p.m., Wednesday, April 15, 1998 
~vailable on Faculty Senate Home page) 
BARGE 412 
AGENDA ****INTERACTIVE CONNECTION**** 
I. ROLL CALL 
I I . CHANGES TO AGENDA 
III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: March 4, 1998 
IV. COMMUNICATIONS: Dauwalder: 3/5/98, Re: Proposed Changes Faculty Code 
V. REPORTS: 
VI . 
VII. 
VIII. 
1. CHAIR 
MOTION: Election of 98/99 Faculty Senate Executive Committee (attached) 
Strategic Planning Forums (Phil Backlund) 
Proposed Reassignment of Major Roles among Administrative Officers in 
Academic Affairs (Dauwalder) 
2 • VICE CHAIR 
3. PRESIDENT 
4. Ad Hoc Committee on Grade Inflation - Robert Fordan 
5. FACULTY SENATE COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Charles McGehee, Chair 
Policy on Concurrent Degrees 
Catalogue Policy 
Numerical Grading System (Discussion ONLY) 
BUDGET COMMITTEE - Barney Erickson, Chair 
CODE COMMITTEE - Beverly Heckart, Chair 
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE - Clara Richardson, Chair 
New Programs: Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Bachelor of Science in Primate Studies 
General Education Program: 
Proposed Changes to New Program 
Addendum to the March 19 Faculty Senate Curriculum Log 
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE- Gail Goss, Chair 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Bobby Cummings, Chair 
OLD BUSINESS 
NEW BUSINESS 
ADJOURNMENT 
***NEXT REGULAR SENATE MEETING: May 6, 1998*** 
BARGE 412 
1998-99 FACQLTX SENATE EXRCDTIYE COMMITTEE 
POSITIONS: 
CHAIR: 
CHAIR ELECT: 
SECRETARY: 
2 AT-LARGE MEMBERS: 
PAST CHAIR: 
NOMPJ:IKS: 
John Alsoszatai-Petheo 
Linda Beath 
Terry DeVietti 
Louise Baxter, 
Cindy Emmons, 
Walt Kaminski, 
Lynn Richmond 
Robert Perkins, AMBE 
MEMORANDUM 
To: 
From 
Date: 
Subject: 
Department Chair and Faculty 
Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Committee on Grade Inflation 
April 2, 1998 
Grade [nflation Questionnaire 
In response to President Ivory Nelson's inquiry as to whether grade inflation was prevalent on the Central Washington 
University campus, the Faculty Senate directed the Faculty Senate Executive Committee under Motion No. 3039 to create an Ad 
Hoc Committee on Grade Inflation. The committee was formed with Professor Robert Fordan as the committee chairman which 
initially met on December 5, 1995. The grade inflation issue was studied for a period of approximately six months by reviewing 
data made available from CWU's Office oflnstitutional Studies as well as a research report from the University of Washington. A 
report was submitted to the Faculty Senate Executive Committee on May 16, 1996, and subsequently accepted. This report and all 
internal data and external reports that were reviewed are on file at the Faculty Senate Office. 
The Grade Inflation Committee did fmd evidence of grade inflation on the CWU campus. It was the committee's 
recommendation that a questionnaire be sent to all department chairs and faculty to gather information that would help the Senate 
Executive Committee to set in motion to curb grade inflation. 
Attached to this memorandum is a questionnaire that requests assistance from all campus departments in obtaining answers 
to specific issues. Please respond with your department's answers to the attached questionnaire by June 1, 1998. Please send 
completed questionnaires to: 
Faculty Senate Office 
Mail Stop 7509 
FACULTY SENATE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON GRADE INFLATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
4/2/98 
Please review the packet of information received from Dartmouth College. 
After reading the packet, please answer questions 1-5. 
,' ' 
Do you think having a measure of central tendency on a CWU student's transcript would help evaluators, 
such as graduate school reviewers or job interviewers, to better interpret grades obtained by students? DYes DNo 
2. If yes, would you prefer the mean or the median score as the measure of central tendency? DMean DMedian 
3. Do you support the inclusion of a measure of central tendency on a student's transcript? DYes DNo 
4. If"no," do you support the inclusion of a measure of central tendency on a student's quarterly grade report? DYes DNo 
5. What additional information do you think the university should provide on transcripts that would enable 
evaluators to better interpret student grades? 
The Faculty Senate recently adopted an Academic Affairs Committee recommendation urging all departments to re~evaluate their 
current course offerings to ensure that all courses for which letter grades are given be based on substantive evaluation, and that all 
other courses be changed to SIU. 
6. Are there courses offered in your department which you believe should be taught as Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory (S/U) 
which are currently evaluated on a letter grade basis? DYes DNo 
7. If you answered "yes" to question #6, how many courses? Please check one: Dl D2 D3 D 4 D5 or more 
8. If you answered "yes" to question #6, is your department taking action to convert these courses to an S/U basis? 
•.Do you think a positive correlation exists between Student Evaluation oflnstruction (SEOI's) ratings and grades 
students receive in those courses? 
10. Do you think SEOI's are used by stUdents to extract higher grades from non-tenured faculty? 
11. Do you think non-tenured faculty award higher grades to obtain higher SEOI's 
DYes DNo 
DYes DNo 
DYes DNo 
DYes DNo 
It has been discussed in our ad hoc committee that one way to ensure consistency in adacemic standards might be for departments 
with multiple offerings of a course taught by more than one instructor, to develop course requirements and grading criteria that are 
consistent for all offerings of the course. This way, students might be less likely to "shop around"for an instructor who has less 
rigorous course requirements. 
12. Does your department have multiple offerings of the same course being taught by different instructors? 
13. If so, has your department developed a course requirement and grading process that is consistent for the 
multiple offering of the same course? 
14. If"No," would you support such efforts by departments? 
15. Why or why not? 
16. Please write additional comments/questions below: 
DYes DNo 
DYes DNo 
DYes DNo 
MEMO 
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 
Faculty Senate Executive Committee 
Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee 
March 31, 1998 
Policy on Concurrent Degrees 
The Academic Affairs Committee recommends the following changes be made to the Policy on Concurrent 
Degrees, Section V. J, of the Handbook of Academic Policy. Proposed new wording is underlined. 
J. Concurrent Baccalaureate Degrees 
6. A student may be awarded more than one baccalaureate degree (B.A., B.A. Ed. , B. MUS, B.S.) at the 
same time provided that requirements ofboth the degree programs have been completed. 
7. Double majors within the same baccalaureate program do not constitute separate baccalaureate 
degrees. . 
3. IN DISCIPLINES OFFERING MULTIPLE BACCALAUREATE DEGREES WITH IDENTICAL 
OR SIMILAR NAMES, E. G., B A. AND B.S. IN BIOWGY, ONLY ONE DEGREE WILL BE 
AWARDED EXCEPTIONS TO THIS POLICY REQUIRE APPROVAL BY THE 
DEPARTMENT CHAm AND THE APPROPRIATE DEAN 
Rationale: 
While not often, it sometimes happens that students request multiple degrees which bear the same name in a 
particular discipline. It usually occurs when the requirements of one degree are wholly included in the other 
degree. The student's motivation usually seems to be to accumulate as many titles as possible, which, in the 
view of the Committee, is akin to padding a resume and tends to diminish the legitimacy of our degree 
programs. 
We also discovered during our deliberations where there might be occasions such degrees might be justifiably 
awarded. In such cases, therefore, we recommend that the department chair and dean sign off on them. 
Departments and the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee are urged to examine degree titles for 
inappropriate or confusing similarities which may contribute to confusion or abuses of our degrees. 
Currently the Registrar has no policy to guide her, and therefore the Committee seeks to clarify the matter by 
making the above recommendations. 
End of report. 
MEMO 
TO: 
FROM: 
'\TE: 
, . 
.............. 
Faculty Senate Executive Committee 
Faculty Senate.Academic Affairs Committee 
March 31, 1998 
Catalogue Policy 
In response to the charge dated January 27, 1998, from the Faculty Senate Executive Committee concerning 
deadlines for submitting curricular materials for inclusion in the Catalogue, the 
Academic Affairs Committee submits the following recommendation: 
8. Material for inclusion in the catalogue must be submitted in accordance with procedures established in the 
Handbook of Curricular Planning and Procedures. 
9. To be considered for inclusion in the next catalogue, changes must be submitted to the Faculty Senate 
Curriculum Committee no later than the first meeting of Winter Quarter. Specific dates for submission of 
material to the deans and other parties to be considered for inclusion will be established jointly by the 
Registrar, the Academic Council, the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, and the Executive 
Committee ofthe Faculty Senate. The final deadline for inclusion in the catalogue will be established by 
the Registrar in consultation with the Academic Council and the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committe~. 
10. If changes are approved by the established final deadlines, then they will be effective the following Fall 
Quarter. They will be published in the yearly catalogue. 
Rationale: 
e Academic Affairs Committee has discussed the issues with Carolyn Well, Registrar, Sandy Oftedahl and 
h1yllis Weddington of the Registrar's office, as well as Clara Richardson, Chair of the Faculty Senate 
Curriculum Committee. · 
The Academic Affairs Committee does not believe that details of curriculum submission, including dates, 
should be created by the Academic Affairs Committee and be regarded as a part of basic academic policy. 
Rather, we believe these details should be creations of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, the 
Academic Council, the Registrar, and the Executive C<?mmittee of the Faculty Senate. 
Since the ultimate deadline must be that necessary for timely publication, we have specified that the Registrar 
have the final say about that date in consultation with the Academic Council. Prior to that, we believe that the 
Curriculum Committee should be able to say when material should be sent to them for timely processing. The 
deadlines for submission to the deans for approval, however, may vary from school to school according to the 
different constraints they may experience because, for instance, accreditation considerations. For this reason, 
we recommend that these dates be worked out jointly by the Registrar, Academic Council, Faculty Senate 
Curriculum Committee and the Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate. 
As a matter of principle, basic policy should identify the points at which decisions concerning procedures 
should be made and identify those who are responsible for executing those procedures. In most instances, 
basic policy should not get deeply involved in creating procedures themselves. We believe these 
recommendations identify the key participants in the process and the means for setting appropriate deadlines. 
Beyond that, the participants are the best ones to work out the details . 
.-=.ud of report. 
Date sent: 
From: 
Subject: 
Wed, 01 Apr 1998 16:01:29-0700 (PDT) 
Charles McGehee 
Numerical Grading Proposal 
In anticipation of the installation of a new student information system, the Academic Affairs Committee has been considering the 
merits and demerits of changing from a letter to a numerical grading system. In order to facilitate our thinking on the matter, we 
would like to circulate the following proposal for your review. 
Grades will be given on a numerical scale from 4.0, the highest grade, decreasing by tenths to 0.7. The grade 0.0 is a failing grade. 
Numerical grade point equivalents will be as follows (current CWU equivalencies are noted with the"=" sign; the ranges indicated 
are UW's range for converting the indicated grade): 
4.0-3.9 =A 
3.8-3.5 =A-
3.4- 3~2 = B+ 
3.1-2.9=B 
2.8-2.5 = B-
2.4-2.2 =C+ 
2.0- 1.9 = c 
1.8- 1.5 = C-
1.4- 1.2 = D+ 
1.1-0.9 = D 
0.8-0.7 = D-
O.O=F 
CWJJ Current 
4.0 
3.7 
3.3 
3.0 
2.7 
2.3 
2.0 
1.7 
1.3 
1.0 
0.7 
This policy will go into effect with installation of new SIS (Student Information System) software currently scheduled for the Fall 
of 1999. 
Rationale: The Academic Affairs Committee expects that implementation of a numerical grading system will have positive effects 
both within and outside the university. 
Within the nnjyersity· 
6. The system will permit faculty to give a wider range of numerical grades for each letter grade, which will reflect the class 
ranking of students more precisely, and may be used to give fmer distinctions between class performance of different students. 
2. There is likely to be a closer relationship between the grade received and grade earned. This is because of the fact that, in 
comparison with a decimal system. letter grades tend to force higher or lower evaluations than a numerical system. (E.g., an 
AlB or 3.5 is currently reported as an A- (3.7) orB+ (3.3). 
3. There will be greater consistency between the "meaning" of grades given by faculty members across campus. In addition to the 
pre-vious example, anecdotal evidence suggests that there is variation in the ways intermediate performance is translated into 
grades; for example, some faculty award 4.0 only for perfect performance; others for performance between 3.8 and 4.0. The 
numerical system would present more refmement of categories and reduce the ambiguous choice of moving up or down with 
grades.) The committee was unsure about the potential effect this would have on grade inflation. We suspect it would reduce 
the number of 4.0 grades awarded, but this could well be offset by the tendency to award 2.1 or 3.1 rather than C (2.0) orB 
(3.0). 
In terms of articulation with other two-year and four-year colleges, the system would simplify transfer of grades from both two and 
four-year colleges using numerical notation. While the equivalencies from letter grade systems to numerical systems are standard 
(4.0, 3.7, 3.3 etc.), letter grade equivalencies vary among schools with numerical systems. For instance, from the numerical system 
equivalents of some colleges, 3.8 transfers as an A to our present letter grade system, in other cases as an A-). 
For your ioformatino: 
15 Washington community colleges use numerical grading systems as do two public universities (UW and EWU) and one 
private university (City University). 
12 Washington community colleges use letter grades as do two public universities (WSU and WWU) and 13 private 
colleges/universities. 
We have no information that indicates whether a general trend toward numerical systems is underway. 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN ART WITH SPECIALIZATIONS IN GRAPHIC DESIGN AND STUDIO ART 
Proposal Approvals 
* Department of Art Faculty 
* Dean, College of Art and Humanities 
* Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee 
Propo~ed Date of lmplementa'tion 
* Falll998 
Program Justification 
As an academic unit charged with educating students in the visual arts, the Department of Art seeks to improve the quality and 
integrity of its undergraduate program offerings. Consistent with the mission and goals of Central Washington University the 
department proposes to offer the Bachelor of Fine Arts degree (B.F.A.) with specializations in Graphic Design and Studio Art. 
Nationally the B.F.A. degree is considered to be the initial professional degree in art and design and is meant to prepare students for 
significant roles in society as professional practitioners, educators and designers of visual art and associated media. In addition, the 
B.F.A. prepares art students for graduate study in visual art and its allied fields. The degree is a prerequisite for admission into 
many graduate programs in art including those offered at the University of Washington. The B.F.A. degree is also the appropriate 
complement to the department's Master of Fine Arts degree, a terminal graduate degree program that has been offered since 1977 
and would therefore, round out the department's curricular offeririgs. 
Related Program Changes 
Upon approval of the B.F.A. degree option the art department would close admission to the B.A. in Graphic Design major and 
beginning fall quarter 1998 the B.F.A. degree would become the sole undergraduate option for Graphic Design. We plan to 
eliminate the B.A. in Graphic Design major after all students enrolled in the program graduate. Students enrolled in 
the B.A. program would have the option to selecting the B.F.A. or continuing in their present major. 
The department also plans to revamp the B.A. major in Art to create a general art degree program which combines art with other 
subject areas. The goal is to offer a curriculum which will serve those students who are not as committed to studio art yet seek 
career opportunities which require a moderate level of visual art expertise, such as, Art Therapy, Arts Administration and 
Consulting, and Art Gallery Management. Like the students presently majoririg in Graphic Design, students majoririg in Art 
when the program curriculum changes they will have the option to fmish their degrees under the old guidelines. 
Graphic Design Specialization 
ART CORE REQUIREMENT 20 CREDITS 
.A,RT 170- Basic Design I 3 
'T 171 - Basic Design II 3 
___ a 150 - Drawing 3 
ART_250- Drawing 3 
ART 235- Ancient to Medieval Art 4 
ART 236- Renaissance through Mid 19th-Century Art 4 
PRE-GRAPHIC DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
ART 225 - Photography 
ART 251 ~Illustration 
ART 274- Typography 
ART 325 ~ Intermediate Photography 
ART 384- Computer Art 3 
ART 385 -Serigraphy 
ART 451- Advanced Illustration 
Select two courses from· 
ART 260 -Painting 
ART 261 - Painting 
ART 262- Watercolor 
ART 263- Watercolor 
GRAPHIC DESIGN MAJOR REQUIREMENTS 
Select from· 
ART 265 - Ceramics 
ART 280- Sculpture 
ART 341 - Wood Design, 
ART 246- Jewelry and Metalsmithing 
27CREDITS 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
3 
59 CREDITS 
3 
• ~T 237- Impressionism through Postmodem Art 4 
~T 370- Layout and Design 
ART 3 71 - Advanced Layout and Design 
ART 3 72 - Design and Production 
ART 3 7 4 - History of Graphic Design 
ART 414- Recent Art 
ART 470- Advertising Graphic Design 
ART 4 71 - Corporate Graphic Design 
ART 490- Cooperative Education (Internship) 
ART 495- Studio Project 1 
Advisor Approved Upper Division Electives 
Program Total 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENT 
ELECTivES 
TOTAL 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
10-12 
10d2 
106 CREDITS 
60 CREDITS 
14CREDITS 
180 CREDITS 
Studio Art Specialization 
ART CORE REQUIREMENT 
ART 170 - Basic Design I 
ART 171 - Basic Design II 
ART 150- Drawing 
ART 250- Drawing 
ART 235- Ancient to Medieval Art 
20 CREDITS 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
ART 236- Renaissance through Mid 19th-Century Art 4 
REQUIRED COURSES 
ART 225 - Photography 
Select two courses from· 
ART 260 - Painting 
ART 261 -Painting 
ART 262- Watercolor 
ART 263 - Watercolor 
42 CREDITS 
3 
6 
ART 237 - Impressionism through Postrnodem Art 
ART 280- Sculpture 
4 
3 
3 
6 
ART 281- Sculpture 
Select two courses from· 
ART 265 - Ceramics 
ART 341- Wood Design, 
ART 246- Jewelry and Metalsmithing 
ART 414- Recent Art 
Select one course from· 
ART 285 -Printmaking 
ART 3 84 - Computer Art 
ART 385- Serigraphy 
Select one course from: 
ART 357- African 'and Oceanic Art 
ART 456- History of Eastern Art 
Select from· 
ART 365 - Intermediate Ceramics 
ART 441 - Advanced Wood Design 
4 
3 
4 
3 
ART 346- Intermediate Jewelry and Metalsmithing 
ART 499 - Seminar . 3 
MAJOR CONCENTRATION 24 CREDITS 
Select from: Ceramics, Computer Art, Drawing, Jewelry and 
Metalsmithing, Painting, Photography, Sculpture, Wood 
Design 
ADVISOR APPROVED UpPER DIVISION ELECTIVES 20 CREDITS 
Program Total 106 CREDITS 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENT 
ELECTivES 
TOTAL 
60 CREDITS 
14 CREDITS 
180 CREDITS 
Primate· Behavior and Ecology Bachelor of Science 
This program will provide a high quality, inter-disciplinary undergraduate program for students in Anthropology, Biological 
Sciences and Psychology who have expressed interest in studying the non-hwnan primates. It will be geared towards studei:J.ts who 
seek to enter graduate programs in Primate Behavior, Behavioral Ecology, Animal Behavior and related fields, or who wish to enter 
care-giving careers with primate laboratories, zoos or other captive facilities . This program will expand utilization of the well 
established primate research and teaching facilities at Central Washington University (The Chimpanzee and Human Communica-
tion Institute) and capitalize on faculty in Anthropology, Biological Sciences and Psychology with teaching and research interests· 
relating to primatology and the behavioral sciences. 
Since 1991 there have been at least 33 students who have majored or double majored in the departments of Anthropology, 
Biological Sciences and Psychology and whose interests fall within the field of primate behavior and ecology. These students are 
forced at present to rely on individual programs constructed without the aid of specific guidelines or established courses. The pro-
posed program will provide this type of student with a range of course options and program paths and yet will provide a structured 
major with better support, follow-up and assessment potential. These students, and others who would be drawn by the 
interdisciplinary nature of the program, will graduate with a degree from a recognized and pre-established major. 
A double major is REQUIRED. Students must complete the requirements for the primate behavior and ecology major as well 
as the requirements for a 45-70 credit major in Anthropology, Biology, or Psychology. As some Primate Behavior and Ecology 
Core requirements and electives can count as credits toward both degrees, the actual amount of additional coursework needed to. 
fulfill the requirements of the second major may be as low as 27 credits. 
INTRODUCTORY LEVEL (100-200) 
(5) ANTH 110, 1101 Introduction to Biological Anthropology 
(5) PSY 101, General Psychology 
(5) BISC 110, Basic Biology 
(5) BISC 111, Plant Biology 
(5) BISC 112, Animal Biology 
CORE REQUIREMENTS 
( 4) ANTH 313, Primate Social Behavior 
(5) BISC 375, General Ecology 
(5) PSY 300, Research Methods in Psychology 
(5) PSY 301, Learning 
(4) PSY 362, Introductory Statistics 
(2) PRIM 220, Introduction to Primate Laboratory Procedures 
(3) PRIM 320, Lab or ANTH/PSY 495 or BISC 496, Supervised Research 
Two of the following three courses: 
(8) ANTH 412, Long-term Primate Studies (4) 
ANTH 416, Pongid Behavior (4) or ANTH 418, Primate Evolution (4) 
ELECTIVES by advisement 
Primate Behavior and Ecol~gy Required Coursework Total 
Additional credits required to complete a Major in Anthropology, Biology, or Psychology 
B.S. IN PRIMATE BEHAVIOR AND ECOLOGY 
Calculations for minimum overlap requirements: 
Department Credits Required for B A 
Anthropology 60 
Biology 70 
Psychology 45 
Course Overlap w!PB&E Requirements 
ANTH 110/110- 5 credits 
ANTH 313 - 4 credits 
BISC 110/111/112- 15 credits 
BISC 375- 5 credits 
PSY 1 01 - 5 credits 
PSY 300/301 - 9 credits 
PSY 362 - 4 credits 
25CREDITS 
38 - 40 CREDITS 
6-8 credits 
69 - 73 credits 
27- 5.1 credits 
96 - 124 Total Credits 
Total Required for 2"d 
51 credits 
50 credits 
27 credits 
General Education Program 
· Proposed Changes to New Program 
Addendum to the March 19 Faculty Senate Curriculum Log 
.tportant--Please Read 
The following proposed changes are scheduled for action at the April2 Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee 
meeting and placed on the April 8 Faculty Senate agenda for action at the April15 Faculty Senate meeting. 
These additional changes were discovered as omissions to the March 19 att~chment ofthe Faculty Senate 
curriculum log. As a matter of clarification, these curriculum changes to the General Education Program 
collectively represent all variations recommended since the new program was adopted by the Faculty Senate 
in May, 1996. 
The Aesthetic Experience. 
TH 101 Appreciation of Theatre and Film (14) (title/credit change) 
Perspectives on World Cultures. 
POSC 370 270 International Politics (5) (number change) 
Fundamental Disciplines of Physical and Biological Sciences. 
PHYS 1111111 1 Introductory Physics (4) Lab (1) (credit split) 
PHYS 2111211 1 General Physics (4) Lab (1) (credit split) 
Patterns and Connections in the Natural World. 
PHYS 1011101 1 Astronomy (4) Lab (1) (credit split) 
Applications of Natural Science 
PHYS 1031103.1 Sound, Musical Sound and Musical Instmments Physics ofMusjcal Sounds (4) (title 
and credit split) 
Basic Skills 
CS 105 (4) credits (typo) 
ART 101 Introduction to Western _Art (5) (title change) 
General Education Program 
Proposed Changes to New Program 
ANTH 314 added to the Breadth Requirement: I. Natural Sciences, applications of Natural Sciences 
Course Criteria 
2. What is the critical knowledge of the field? 
How was, and is, the knowledge defined, validated, and challenged? How can the received knowledge he, or 
bow is it being challenged? How can this field illuminate, and be illuminated by, the current human experience 
in all its diversity? 
BASIC SKILLS REQUIREMENT. All students must satisfy the following requirements in basic academic and 
intellectual skills: 
(a) I !NIY 100 Advising Seminar (1). Only required ofsn1dents who enter Central with fewer than 45 
creditS Credit will not be allowed toward meeting Bachelor's degree requirements; I INIV I 00 will he 
graded S/H. All other courses taken to satisfy General Education requirements muSt be taken for a 
Jetter &rade 
(b) ENG 101 (3) and ENG 102 (3). Students must pass an Intermediate Writing Assessment examination 
in order to pass ENG 102; 
(c) either MATH 102 (3) nrqua!ification in an appropriate examination IOI (5), MATH 163 I (5), MATH 
163 2 (5), MATH 164 1 (5), or MATH 172 I (5); 
(d) either MATH 130.1 (.5)., MATH 172 1, PHIL 201 (.5). (amended version), or CS I 05 (.5). (I agica1 Basis 
of Computing); 
(e) one year of college or university study of a single foreign language or two years of high school study of 
a single foreign language; 
(f) students must either pass an examination in the fundamentals of computing prior to taking more than 60 
credits at Central Washington University or take and pass one of the following classes: 
ADMG202 
BSED 316 
cs 101 
EDCS 316 
Microcomputer Applications (3) 
Education Technology (3) 
Computer Basics (4) 
Educational Technology (3) 
BREADTH REQUIREMENT. Smdents must take a mjAimgm of 14 credits &em each of the three broad areas of the 
general education program 
I. ARTS AND HUMANITIES. Students must take at least one course from each of the three clusters gi!llijlS. No more 
than one class from a single department may be counted toward this requirement. 
III. THE NATURAL SCIENCES. The natural sciences provide basic methods for rigorously describing and 
comprehending the natural world. Inquiry-driven laboratory and field observations are an essentiai mode of 
teaching, learning, and practicing natural science. Students must take three courses (I 4 credits) at least one course 
outside their major department nne from each of the three groups. No more than one class from a single department 
may be counted toward this reQJJirement It may be advantageous for students to take courses from categories ~ 
in the order they appear below. Sh1dents may nat take more than nne class from a single department 
Application of Natural Science. 
PHYS 103 Sound, Musical Sound and Musical Instmmenrs Physics ofMusjcal Sounds (4) 
Other proposed changes: 
• Replace PHIL 310 by PHIL 209. 
Replace ART 357 and ART 456 by ART 102. 
Replace GEOG 308 by GEOG 108. 
Replace GEOL 380 by GEOL 180. 
" 
Increase in credits (from 3 to 4) forTH 101. 
Increase in credits (from 3 to 4) for PE 161. 
Change in description for ANTH 110.1, Anthropology Laboratoryfrom required for sh1dents completing breadth 
reqn irements of the General Education Program to ANTH 1 I 0 I required for A ntbmpology major.s and minors· 
Optional for smdentc; completing breadth requirements of the General Education Pmgram. 
Increase in credits (from 4 to 5) for ANTH 110. 
Change in prefix and title to ADMG 202 Mjcrocomllnter App1ications to ADMG 10 I Computer Applications 
Change in title to HUM 101 from Introduction to the Humanities to Exploring Cultures in the Ancient World. 
Change in title to HUM 102 from Introdnction to the Hl!maniries to Expiating Cultures From 16th Through 19th 
Centuries. 
Change in title to HUM 103 from Introduction to the Humanities to Exploring Olltures ip Modem and Contemporary 
Societies. 
• > -
__ HACKENBERGER, Steven 
__ OWENS, Patrick 
__ RAUBESON, Linda 
__ vacant 
__ BENSON, William 
__ GHOSH, Koushik 
__ OLSON, Steve . 
__ JEFFERIES, Stephen 
__ COLLINS, James 
__ HINTHORNE, James 
__ B,EATH, Linda 
__ GARRETT, Roger 
__ HARPER, James 
__ CIOFFI, Frank 
__ FAIRBURN, Wayne 
__ .ZETTERBERG, Mark 
__ BURKHOLDER, Peter 
__ HOLDEN, LAD 
__ GELLENBECK,Ed 
__ BACH, Glen 
__ WOODCOCK, Don 
__ DAUWALDER, David 
__ .HECKART, Beverly 
__ HOLTFRETER,Robert 
__ BERTELSON, Cathy 
__ CAPLES, Minerva 
__ BRADLEY, James 
__ MORENO, Stella 
__ BRAUNSTEIN, Michael 
__ GILLESPIE, Amy 
__ WIRTH, Rex 
__ OLIVERO, Michael 
__ BOERS, Geoffrey 
__ KURTZ, Martha 
__ MADLEY, Susan 
---'ALWIN, John 
__ WEYANDT, Lisa 
__ SCHACTLER, Carolyn 
Date 
VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET 
Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary directly after the 
meeting. 
Thank you. 
TALLY 
1998-99 FACULTY SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Apri/15, 1998 
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REASSIGNMENT OF MAJOR ROLES OF ADMINISTRATIVE 
OFFICERS IN ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
Apri/15, 1998 
(CHANGES AND ADDITIONS IN BOLD CAPS) 
PROVOST/VICE P ESIDEN'P FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIR-S 
• Coordination of University Activities with the Higher Education Coordinating Board 
• Coordination of Academic Affairs with the President & CWU Board of Trustees 
• CoeFEI:iaales Accel:lfltability Marts in Academic Affairs 
• Oversees Academic Affairs Budgets (Supervises Academic Accountant) 
• Coordination of Academic Affairs Activities with the Faculty Senate 
• Oversees Faculty Personnel Issues 
• MEETS REGULARLY WITH DEANS, DEPARTMENT CHAIRS, FACULTY, AND UNIT 
DIRECTORS TO COORDINATE THE MISSIONS OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS UNITS. 
• CeerEiinaang fLElaEiemic SJ)ace ~018:ftni=Hg aHa Usage (SI:If)ef\'ises Interim Admifiistrater ef Camf)as 
Planning) 
Coordinating tlle De>;eleJ)meat and: l'RlpleiBElfltalioa of ~ademic Policy 
Oversees the Placement of i\caEiel:B:ic Policy in the UHi;•ersily Policies Mmutal 
Oversees NASC Accreditation Process (Supervises Executive Director-NASC Process) 
• Supervises directly the following administrative exempt positions: 
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs & VICE PROVOST FOR INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
VICE PROVOST FOR CURRICULUM, ASSESSMENT, AND ACADEMIC POLICY 
Dean ofthe College of Arts & Humanities 
Dean of the College of Education & Professional Studies 
Dean of the College of the Sciences 
Dean ofthe School of Business & Economics 
Dean of Library & Media Services 
Dean of Graduate Studies & Research 
Dean of Academic Services 
Dean of Continuing Education 
Director of International Studies & Programs 
Director oflnstitutional Studies, /\s~essmef!!i liftS 11Naittlllien 
Di@eter ef Assesstneul &, IRt~rim Direeler ef CuA'ietthtm J)c~•,•oJleputeltiiRe>Jiew 
lfllerim .'\dntiruSiftl.ler efC&Rlpus PllttltlHlg 
Academic Accountant 
Admini~1rative Assistant/Executive Secretary to the Provost 
• Serves as Provost in Absence of Provost 
• Assists in Coordination of University Activities with the Higher Education Coordinating Board 
• Assists in Coordination of Academic Affairs with the President & CWU Board of Trustees 
• Oversees Planning and Operations of the University Centers (Supervises the Administrators for 
Westside and Eastside Centers) 
• COORDINATES ACADEMIC SPACE PLANNING AND USAGE (SUPERVISES THE 
INTERIM ADMINISTRATOR OF CAMPUS PLANNING) 
• Coordinates Planning FOR STUDENT LEARNING. EXPERIENCES THROUGH DISTANCE 
EDUCATION PROCESSES AND WORKS WITH DEANS, DEPARTMENT CHAIRS, AND 
UNITS ACROSS THE UNIVERSITY TO ENSURE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN SUPPORT OF 
THE UNIVERSITY MISSION. 
• Coordinates Interinstitutional Program Planning. Serves as the CWU representative to the 
Interinstitutional Committee for Academic Program Planning. 
• COORDINATES ACADEMIC AFFAIRS EFFORTS TO INFUSE INSTRUCTIONAL 
EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE CURRICULUM AND IN INSTRUCTION TO 
SUPPORT STUDENT LEARNING. 
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v;(CE PROVOST FOR CURRICULUM. ASSESSMENT. & ACADEMIC POLICY 
• COORDINATES CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND REVIEW ACTMTIES OF 
.-\CADEMIC UNITS AND WORKS WITH THE FACULTY SENATE CURRICULUM 
COMMITTEE, RECOMMENDING ACTION TO THE PROVOST. 
• COORDINATES THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF STUDENT 
ACADEMIC POLICY AND WORKS WITH THE FACULTY SENATE ACADEMIC 
AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, RECOMMENDING ACTION TO THE PROVOST. 
• OVERSEES mE PLACEMENT OF ACADEMIC POLICY IN THE UNIVERSITY POLICY 
MANUAL AND WORKS WITH ACADEMIC SERVICES IN ENSURING AN ACCURATE 
REFLECTION OF ACADEMIC POLICY IN mE UNIVERSITY CATALOG 
• COORDINATES THE DEVELOPMENT AND ASSESSMENT OF GENERAL EDUCATION 
REQUIREMENTS WITH THE GENERAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE, RESULTING IN 
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE PROVOST AND/OR THE FACULTY SENATE AS 
APPROPRIATE. SERVES A LIAISON ROLE WITH DEANS AND DEPARTMENT 
CHAIRS. 
• COORDINATES ASSESSMENT ACTMTIES IN ACADEMIC AFFAIRS WITH DEANS, 
DEPARTMENT CHAIRS, AND DIRECTORS, INCLUDING ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING 
AND TEACHING. 
• COORDINATES ACADEMIC AFFAIRS EFFORTS TO MEET ACCOUNTABILITY GOALS. 
• WORKS WITH DEANS TO ENSURE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CLEAR FACULTY 
GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES FOR UNDERGRADUATE INTERDISCIIPLINARY 
PROGRAMS. 
DEAN. COLLEGE OF ARTS &HUMANITIES 
• Serves as chief academic officer of the College of Arts & Humanities, including the Departments of 
Art, Communication, English, Foreign Languages, History, Music, Philosophy, and Theatre Arts plus 
affiliated programs. 
• Oversees the Douglas Honors College. 
DEAN. COLLEGE OF EDUCATION & PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
• Serves as chief academic officer of the College of Education & Professional Studies, including the 
Departments of Administrative Management & Business Education; Aerospace Studies; Curriculum 
& Supervision; Family & Consumer Sciences; Industrial & Engineering Technology; Military 
Science; Physical Education, Health & Leisure Services; and Teacher Education Programs plus 
affiliated programs. 
• Oversees the activities of the Center for Teaching and Learning. 
DEAN. COLLEGE OF THE SCIENCES 
• Serves as chief academic officer of the College of the Sciences, including the Departments of 
Anthropology, Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Computer Science, Geography & Land Studies, 
Geology, Law & Justice, Mathematics, Physics, Political Science, Psychology, and Sociology plus 
affiliated programs. 
DEAN. SCHOOL OF BUSlNESS & ECONOMICS 
• Serves as chief academic officer of the School of Business & Economics, including the Departments 
of Accounting, Business Administration, and Economics plus affiliated programs. 
• Oversees the activities of the CWU Center for Economic Development and Public Policy 
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• • DEAN OF I!; RAR Y: & MEDIA SERVICES 
• Supervises the Delivery of Library Services to All Academic Units & Locales 
• Supervises the Distance Education &Television Services for Academic Affairs, Working With the 
' Vice Provost for Instructional Delivery Systems to Ensure the Accomplishment of Distance Education 
Goals 
Supervises Media Production and Technology Units. 
Supervises the Distribution of Media to All Academic Units & Locales 
OF GRADUATE STUDIES & RESEARCH 
~upervises the Activities of the Office of Graduate Studies & Research 
COORDINATES UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 
• 
" • -
COORDINATES FACULTY RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT (SCHOLARLY & CREATIVE 
ACTIVITY) WITH DEANS AND DEPARTMENT CHAIRS 
EAN OF CONTINUING EDUCATION 
• Supervises the Activities of the Office of Continuing Education 
• PROVIDES MARKET RESEARCH SUPPORT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
DEAN OF ACADEMIC SERVICES 
• Supervises the activities of the Office of the Registrar, iaelueliflg aeadem:ic eB£OlhfleR:t reporting. 
• Supervises the activities of the Office of Admissions 
• Supervises the activities of the Advising Center 
• Supervises the activities of the Academic Skills Center 
• Supervises the activities of the Office of Scheduling 
• SUPERVISES THE ACTIVITIES OF THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL AID (Added in Fall 
1997) 
DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES & PROGRAMS 
• Supervises the Activities of the Office of International Studies & Programs, including student and 
faculty services, the University English as a Second Language Program, and the Asia University 
American Program. 
• Provides support for international education to units in Academic Affairs. 
DIREOIOR OF INSTITUTIONAL STUDIES. ASSESSMENT. & EVALUATION 
• Performs Institutional Research Services for Academic Affairs 
• Meets external reporting needs for the university and academic affairs, INCLUDING ALL 
ACADEMIC ENROLLMENT REPORTING. 
• Manages the Testing Office 
• COORDINATES ACCOUNTABILITY REPORTING IN ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
DIRECTOR OF ASSESSMENT 1'\NDJNTERIM DIRECTOR OF CURRICULUM 
DEVELOPMENT/REVIe'N 
• CeordiHafes curriculum ae-.•elopment aaEl rev-i&v~· ael!ivities of bhe colleges aH£i works 'With the Faculty 
Seaate Gurriewum CoiBRlittee 
• Ceord:inates the De~·elopmeut BfiEi Assessment efGeaeral Education Requirements Bfld werks 'With 
the-GeHeral Bducatiea Committee 
• CeerEI:iHates ,r\Qsessment Acti"'ities iB Aeaden:He Affairs 
• Ceerelinates the Aeeeti:Rtabi:lity Efferts in AeaEiemie A!Ia:irs 
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AD HOC FACULTY INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
April1998 
Membership: 
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs (Chair) 
Director of Assessment 
Representative Selected by ADCO 
Dean of Arts & Humanities or designee 
Dean of Education & Professional Studies or designee 
Dean of the Sciences or designee 
Dean of Business & Economics or designee 
Dean of Graduate Studies & Research 
Faculty Member of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee 
Faculty Member of the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee 
Chair of the Faculty Senate or designee 
Charge: 
(1) To assess faculty development activities at CWU, resulting in a written report to the 
Provost and the Faculty Senate. 
(2) To recommend a Faculty Development Plan based on the results of the assessment and 
review of the university's mission. 
The Changing Needs of Students for the 21st Century 
By 
Ivory V. Nelson, Ph. D. 
President 
Central Washington University 
Good afternoon. My presentation concerns the changing needs of students 
for the 21st Century. Looking to the year 2010, futurists estimate that 
just to keep even, each individual in the workforce will need to 
accumulate learning equivalent to that currently associated with 30 
credit hours of instruction every seven years. This is further exacerbated 
by the estimation that individuals will change careers four to five times 
over the life span of employment. Additionally, futurists project the 
number of "young old" (age 65-69) is expected to double over the next 
half century, while the number of "old old" (85 and over) will triple or 
quadruple. 
Coupled with traditional needs and forecasted new demographics, the 
higher education institution of the future will have students who have a 
myriad of needs that we have not previously had to address. Thus, to 
respond quickly to serve this collection of new needs of the lifelong 
learner, we will have to deliver higher education with a high degree of 
flexibility, with relevance and accessibility at the point and place of need. 
Take a walk around our colleges, centers, universities, off-site 
classrooms, store fronts, etc., you will find students of all ages carrying 
briefcases or backpacks, hurrying from class to full- or part-time jobs, 
some with children or grandchildren in tow. Perhaps the greatest single 
challenge facing public higher education institutions may well be to equip 
ourselves with a system of fairness and inclusiveness, with a sense of 
proportion as we consider the various ways in which, collectively or 
individually, we can better serve the needs of all students for the 21st 
Century. 
The students of the future will be more diverse (ethnically and older); 
have difficulty financing their education; have needs and demands for 
more choices; will be significantly different kinds of learners; will 
demand access to institutions utilizing technology; will want more 
personalized instruction; demand clearer definition of costs; relate their 
learning to new demands of the world of work and learning; and demand 
that learning be provided at different times and different places. 
The changes taking place in educational requirements in our primary and 
secondary schools do have a number of implications for needs of students 
who will seek postsecondary education. The most important one is that 
the students who continue their schooling beyond high school will be 
different from students in the past in their skill development and levels 
of performance. In the past, we viewed a high school education in terms 
of twelve years in the classroom. What we are now beginning to ask is-
What have you learned and what can you do with that learning? Students 
who hold the Certificate of Mastery in the future will have a clear answer 
to that question. They will have proof not only of what they have learned 
but also the ability to apply that learning to the real world. 
Other factors reflecting the changing needs of our students is the ability 
for high school students to enroll in Washington State's Running Start 
Program, take college-level courses taught in the high school, take 
Advanced Placement Tests before entering college, and take courses via 
the Internet that can allow students to enter the sophomore and junior 
year of university program offerings. 
Other future student learners who may or may not be included in the 
category previously discussed will come from a widening gap between the 
"haves" and the "have nots," from an employment sector that will no longer 
guarantee life employment, from a new definition of family, from the 
largest generation of seniors in our history, and from a shifting of 
responsibility for public education from the state and federal government 
to the individual learner. Thus, meeting the needs of these learners will 
require programmatic shifts in higher education that will (1) assist in 
facilitating employment transitions; (2) require liberal arts preparations 
for their perpetual learning; (3) require the use of graduate education as a 
pathway to perpetual learning and collaboration; and (4) require the 
availability and opportunity for credential short term/daily learning 
opportunities. 
With the fast changing needs of the society, the student of the future will 
still want and need course credits, degrees, and certification of various 
kinds. However, the learner will demand an assessment and statement of 
performance measures of the outcomes of receiving these course credits, 
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degrees, and certifications. At the same time that we are responding to 
the needs of the students in preparing them for the workforce, we in the 
higher education community must be ever so cognizant of the fact that we 
are also preparing parents and citizens of a free society. We have a duty 
to make sure that we preserve and transmit our perspective of a free 
society and the values that flow from a liberal education. While we do 
have the need to bring higher education into line with today's economic 
realities, the implications should not be that our postsecondary schools 
are nothing more than job training centers and employment agencies. 
Tomorrow's student will expect much more than that. 
Finally, so as not to strike fear in the higher education community, 
meeting the needs of the future student will not cause campuses to 
disappear. The traditional cycles of academic life will continue for many 
learners. However, for a significant number of learners, time, place, 
methodology, and content boundaries will all become negotiable. 
Institutions of higher education that fail to adjust to this new need will 
not participate in the opportunity to serve these "new" learners. Failure 
to adjust for this new need will marginalize our present institutional 
capacity to serve the traditional student. 
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The Essence of Central Washington University in 2003 
By 
Ivory V. Nelson, Ph.D. 
President 
Six years ago we began a process to develop a new mission statement and to 
begin the strategic planning process for the university. The thrust of those efforts 
was that Central Washington University could no longer be determined from an 
insular and rather unorganized subjective view of ourselves, but must be based on 
careful planning and examination of our ability to position the university for the 
new harsher realities. It was recognized that the university had reached a stage 
where we needed to sharpen our focus and increasingly look outward beyond 
ourselves as an academic institution. 
What I would really like to do now is talk about my vision for CWU in the year 
2003. Life in the state of Washington, especially in the delivery of education, is 
swiftly changing, and this brings both opportunity and challenge. 
First, let us consider the following trends in higher education in the state of 
Washington that are hard to ignore or to dismiss as temporary. These trends are 
the factors that will influence our ability to control CWU's own destiny. 
Nearly all observers agree that funds for public higher education in the state will 
remain scarce for the foreseeable future. Even in good economic times, as we 
have now, we should expect less, not more, financial support from the state, 
federal, and local government. The fact is, as a part of total public appropriations, 
higher education, as compared to K-12 education, corrections, and health care, 
has been losing government funding since the early 1980's. The effect of such 
continuing public disinvestment will be a leaner, more market-driven, consumer-
oriented and commercialized higher education enterprise that is less responsive to 
our traditional way of educating. 
Second, because taxpayers have a reluctance to support tax increases and along 
with competing funding demands elsewhere, higher education will remain a low 
priority for public investment. Paradoxically, consumers will demand even more 
services from higher education, primarily because of its importance to facilitating 
individual economic opportunity. The increasing heterogeneity of the student 
body will further exacerbate the precarious imbalance between growing public 
demand and the dwindling financial resources. The composition of the higher 
education future student body will be radically different than it was twenty years 
ago. (1) The traditional student numbers will decrease, (2) the average age of 
students will continue to rise (the fastest growing market is adult learners), and 
(3) the preparation gap of entering students will continue to widen. All these 
student-customers have needs, thus CWU will have to become more market 
sensitive and user/student-friendly. Unless we in the CWU community are able to 
become more productive with diminishing public investment, public confidence is 
likely to be further eroded. 
Third, in the first decade of the 21st century, technology and competition from 
new, for-profit service providers such as the University of Phoenix, Magellan 
University, Western Governors University, and Sylvan Learning Systems will 
require that we in the Central Washington University community become 
increasingly commercial in both our teaching methods and our delivery of 
academic counseling, student services, and related support services. To meet this 
demand CWU will have to restructure its delivery mechanisms to increase 
productivity and the university will have to find other avenues to maximize 
revenues, as raising tuition will become less viable. 
Fourth, the university has entered a new age called the Knowledge Age. 
Powerful information technology and telecommunications will enable Knowledge 
Age citizens to fuse activities together in ways never before possible. According 
to Donald Norris ( 1) in the Knowledge Age learning will be fused with work, 
recreation, edutainment and even the expression of spirituality. He further states 
that Knowledge Age citizens will learn every day through long and productive 
lives. They will learn anywhere, anytime, just in time, and over and over again. 
Knowledge Age learners will use physical learning places and resources as 
gateways to virtual resources. These physical learning places will be 
everywhere-desktops and laptops, classrooms and boardrooms, academic malls 
and union halls, community learning centers and homes of mentors. 
In the words ofNorris, the terms continuing and lifelong learning do not 
adequately describe the type of learning needed in the Knowledge Age. The 
correct adjectives he suggests are perpetual distributed, interactive, and 
collaborative. 
Where does Central Washington University cast its lot recognizing the new 
realities? I personally think we have a choice. We can make a decision to remain 
as we are utilizing primarily the traditional model or we can be bold and position 
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the university to be a major player in higher education in this state. As Philip M. 
Condit (2) said speaking before the National Press Club. "We can lead and 
succeed, or follow and fail". I propose we lead and I believe that leading at the 
university is about the following: 
.... Having one foot in the present and one foot in the future 
.... Recognizing that we must change 
.... Having a vision articulating the need for change 
.... Developing a strategic response to implement change 
Students-Customers will be asking for something very different in the next 
decade. They will want CWU to provide the highest quality education at the 
lowest possible cost, variable hours of the day, various locations, and in the 
fastest way. The students-customers will demand value for their dollar, and they 
will not be willing to pay for any thing less. Our future university strategy must 
be based on intimate knowledge of our student-customers and accurate 
information about their wants and needs, as well as an awareness and clear 
definition of CWU's strengths. An understanding of who our students-customers 
are is relevant here. At CWU our student customers are the traditional 
undergraduate (17-24 years, seeking a bachelor's degree, and enrolled full time on 
campus); semi-traditional undergraduate (17-24 years old, part-time enrollment on 
campus, working part-time); nontraditional undergraduate (25 and older, first 
degree seekers, working full or part time, on or off campus); traditional graduate 
(22-34 years, academic master's, full time on campus) and nontraditional graduate 
(25 or older, working full time, on or off campus). 
With the backdrop of this discussion, my vision for Central Washington University 
would read as follows: 
Central Washington University will be a premier comprehensive 
university bringing together the best of professional education with 
a liberal arts foundation in a caring student-centered environment. 
The university will provide cost effective, value laden continuing, 
and lifelong learning that is available at its main campus and 
centers anytime and just-in time. 
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Central Washington University's strategic response to the vision should include the 
following: 
Change the Academic Culture 
We must establish an academic culture that can spawn learning experiences that 
will match the performance standards of the Knowledge Age for timeliness, 
responsiveness, customization, coherence, and convenience. Our first units to 
take on this challenge should be continuing education (ability to design creative 
programs fast and outside of the traditional mode), professional education 
(response to the new education reform), distance education (taking advantage of 
the newer technologies), and several departments developing selective creative 
undergraduate programs that mirror the needs of the future market place. 
Develop New Learning Tools and Experiences 
For CWU to be competitive we must provide access to new learning tools and 
experiences. We should provide many variations on traditional learning 
experiences, develop new approaches to certification of mastery, and providing 
credit for prior learning, creating interactivity-centered learning models and 
customizing learning experiences to individual needs. 
Define the Central Washington University Programmatic Niche 
Central Washington University cannot be all things to all people in all of the 100 
plus academic programs offered at the university. We must seriously participate 
in rigorous program reviews, identify programs we wish to strengthen, identify 
programs we wish to create, and identify programs we wish to eliminate to 
provide opportunities to strengthen and create programs. We must cut costs, 
improve quality and restructure how we educate students and administer our 
programs. Accountability and implementation will have to be pushed down to the 
departmental level to accomplish needed objectives with diminished resources. 
We must ask and answer such questions, ·which of our centers, departments, 
colleges, academic programs, or services enjoy comparative advantage over each 
other. Would another philosophy professor contribute to the new educational 
mission more than another mathematics professor would? 
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Develop On- and Off-Campus Technology Infrastructure and Skills 
Central Washington University must introduce or expand the use of technology to 
educate students and improve academic and administrative functions of the 
university. The university has to develop a systematic plan to maintain and 
upgrade the technology and skills as the technology changes. The university 
must prepare its University Centers with quality facilities and faculty and staff to 
position itself to tailor education services to its individual student-customers. The 
goal here is to create a culture driven by technology in which students, faculty, 
and staff are continuously learning. It is obvious that in the long run just in the 
case of libraries, CWU will have to adapt digital technologies for library collections 
and de-emphasize physical collections. 
Develop Sharing Arrangements to Improve Productivity 
Central Washington University must participate in a greater sharing of resources in 
order to improve productivity. Seamless alignment of undergraduate and transfer 
requirements, and joint teaching and degree-producing arrangements between 
community colleges and baccalaureate universities are now technically feasible and 
should be achieved over the next decade. Substantial savings and improved library 
services can be obtained by focusing on the software needed to place library 
resources on the Internet rather than continuing to support individual library 
collections. 
Improve Performance Based assessment 
Systematic performance based assessment to assess the costs and benefits of 
educational services we deliver is a requirement that will only increase if we wish 
to compete effectively with other demands on public funding in the future. 
Maintain a Yearly Positive Increase in Enrollment 
The state of Washington funding pattern during the past decade has been to 
provide additional operational dollars only for increases in enrollments. Central 
Washington University should establish as its operational ·goal to increase its 
enrollment between 200-300 FTE each year. 
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Diversify Faculty, Staff, Student Body, and Curriculum 
The diversity of the state of Washington requires that the university's faculty; 
staff, student body, and curriculum reflect the diversity of the state. The 
university should maintain programs and accountability measures to insure that 
this commitment to its taxpayers is actualized. 
Finally, if CWU is to realize its full potential and maintain a quality position in the 
higher education arena for the state of Washington it must be driven by the culture 
of tomorrow not by the culture of today. Taking a lesson from businesses that 
have transformed their operations in recent years, CWU must commit itself to 
providing quality, focus on core competencies, cut costs wherever possible, 
employ new technologies, and empower people to deliver results. 
6 
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A PROGRESS REPORT ON 
DEGREE CENTER CAPITAL PLANNING 
LYNNWOOD, SEATAC, YAKIMA 
For the 1997-99 Biennium, Central Washington University received $150,000 to conduct predesign 
studies for its SeaTac and Yakima Extended University Centers and $662,500 to renovate and bring 
into service addit ional space at the SeaTac Center's present location. In addi tion, Central was given 
authority to borrow $3,000,000 to purchase the privately owned facility (SnaKing Building) the 
Lynnwood Center presently occupies, and a $1,000,000 appropriation for needed improvements to 
the building. These appropriations are intended to help fulfill our goal of establishing permanent 
facilities for each of the three centers and thereby end dependence on the site uncertainties associated 
with property leases. 
STATUS OF PREDESIGN PROJECTS 
The predesign studies for the SeaTac and Yakima centers are proceeding on schedule. The completed 
studies will be presented to the Board of Trustees in Ma:y of this year. Final cost estimates for the 
resulting capital projects have not yet been developed, however, preliminary indications suggest $15-
$20 million for Yakima and around $10 million for SeaTac. 
Yakima Extended University Center 
The Yakima project will meet the programmatic and enrollment needs of CWU and WSU and place 
YVCC in a better position to support and articulate the needs of Yakima Valley place-bound and 
time-bound students . 
The new building (Yakima Valley Higher Education Center) is expected to contain approximately 
42,000 assignable square feet in a combination of dedicated and shared space for the three schools. 
Sharing of classrooms, distance education facilities, and computer labs will allow the building's 
utilization to exceed the Higher Education Coordinating Board's classroom utilization standards. 
SeaTac Extended University Center 
The truest of partnerships is developing with Highline Community College, as the capital project 
intended for SeaTac will now be constructed on the Highline campus. The building will contain 
approximately 33,000 assignable square feet of offices and classrooms along with space for student 
services. Highline Community College will accommodate Central's computer lab and distance 
education needs in a separate building, which is planned to be completed in 2000. In tum, Central 
will share, when the collocation building is complete, its classroom space with Highline to help the 
college overcome an existing shortage. The design of Central's project will encompass siting, and to a 
limited extent, design elements of a similarly sized building which the Highline plans to construct on 
an immediately adjacent site. 
Preliminary estimates place the cost of Central's building close to $10,000,000. A precise figure will 
be made known when the predesign's results are presented to the Board of Trustees in May. 
Office of the Provost 
March 27, 1998 
Concurrently with the predesign study, Central is evaluating the cost of developing additional 
facilities at the Center's present site in the City of SeaTac. The objective is to address a space 
shortage while awaiting new construction on the Highline CC campus. 
Lynnwood Extended University Center 
During the 1998 legislative session, funding approval for purchase and renovation of the SnoKing 
Building was withdrawn. It was replaced by support for the design of a new building on the 
Edmonds Community College campus. Thus far, there remains strong legislative support for this 
new construction. Because approval of the new construction appears very promising, Central is 
working closely with the community college to fast-track the design process once funding for that 
purpose is finalized. 
Negotiations to finalize the lease of our current space in the SnaKing Building are in progress 
through the General Administration office of the State of Washington. Central is also pursuing a 
lease that would ensure continued use of needed adjacent parking lot owned by the Edmonds 
Community College Foundation. Although lease costs for the CWU-Lynnwood Center in the 
SnaKing Building will likely increase, the per-square-foot costs should be less than the cost of 
other alternatives in the Lynnwood area. Lease renewals on both the SnoKing Building and 
adjacent parking will provide assurance that the center can maintain operations while awaiting 
completion of a new building on the Edmonds Community College campus. 
The role of the CWU-Lynnwood Center as part of the North Snohomish, Island, and Skagit 
County (NSIS) consortium continues to be defined. Current discussions suggest that the CWU-
Lynnwood Center could serve as an initial delivery site for the NSIS consortium members. The 
consortium includes CWU,UW, WSU, WWU, Everett CC, Skagit CC, and Edmonds CC. 
Office of the Provost 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
1999-2009 TEN YEAR CAPITAL BUDGET PLAN 
April 8, 1998 
2001-03 
25,000,000 
2003-05 
~ 1 n ~j_ ;: 
f~ ~1Y/1P 
2005-07 
Fund 057 State Higher Ed. Construction 29,241,500 63,495,000 18,733,000 24,396,000 55,710,000 
Fund 063 CWU Capital Projects 6,483,000 6,928,000 6,431,000 5,802,000 4,739,000 
TOTAL 35,724,500 70,423,000 25,164,000 30,198,000 60,449,000 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
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22 
23 
24 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITYDJ•, ~ 
1999-09 CAPITAL BUDGET REQUEST A .. 
Omnibus Projects - Program Detail 
PROJECT NAME 
Computing Infrastructure 950.000 950.000 • 950,000 950,000 950.000 
Lynnwood Distance Education Classroom 350,000 
Emergent Remodel 300,000 400.000 400,000 400,000 400.000 
Lab Equipment Physics 250,000 
Library Telecomm Upgrade 654,000 
Lind Hall Remodel and Technology Upgrade 140,000 
Athletic Facility Title IX Compliance 425,000 
Computer Center UPS 253,000 
Testing Room Expansion 212.000 
Media Center Limited Remodel 500,000 
Classroom/Health Center Access 76,000 
Geology Teaching Labs 700,000 
Farrell Remodel 413,000 
Furnishings Upgrades 200.000 200,000 200,000 200.000 
Mitchell Addition 453,000 
Nicholson Pavilion Storage Addition 109,000 
Tiered Classrooms - Shaw Smyser 113,000 
Reprographics/Copy Service Remodel 93,000 
Libraries at EUP Sites 300,000 
Business & Economics AV Data Display 325,000 
Student Health & Counseling Center 316,000 
Mail & Duplicating HVAC Upgrade 109,000 
Shop Space for Paint and Floor Shops 106,000 
Golf Practice Area 166,000 
Total Program 3,322.000 3.451.000 2.943.000 2,247.000 1,550.000 
•• , 999-2001 reduced by $500,000 for Edmonds pre-design 
1999-09 CAPITAL BUDGET REQUEST 
Omnibus Projects - Preservation Detail 
March 24, 1998 
PROJECT NAME 9.a:Q1 01.:0..3 
1 I Emergent Life Safely 350.000 350.000 
2 Emergent Utilities 500.000 500.000 
3 BUIIdrng Indoor Air Quality 350.000 450,000 
4 Elevator JacK Replacement 300.000 300.000 
5 Sersmrc Evaluatron 364.000 
6 Lead Paint Survey & Mitigation 100.000 100,000 
7 Tomlinson Bleachers Remodel 499.000 
8 Nichorson Pavrlion Structural Study 90.000 
9 Electncal Substation Recoating 24.000 
10 Bassettis Service Drive 584.000 
11 Campus Signage/Building Identification 278,000 
12 Extenor Lighting Upgrades 150.000 
13 Blue Light Phones & Security 250.000 
14 Hard Surface - Non Parking 190,000 
Floor Deflection Monitoring - Hogue, Farrell, 
15 Library, L&L 70,000 
16 Be-plat of College Addition 150,000 
17 Campus Utility Master Plan 189,000 
18 Rooting 500,000 
19 Upgrade Cathodic Protection 
20 Upgrade Flexrble Paving Systems 
21 Campus Map Update 
22 Modular Building Siding Replacement 
23 L&L Motor Starter 
24 FMD Maintenance & Storage Building 
25 Chilled Water System Improvements Phase I 
26 RandaiVMichaelsen Sealant Replacement 
27 Building Weathenzation 
28 Health Center Exterior Site & Utility Improvement 
29 Campus Facility Assessment 
30 Swrmmrng Pool Reparr 
31 Campus Landscape Master Plan 
32 Drain Enhancement - East Campus 
33 Pave Chestnut Street 
34 Building Window Upgrades 
35 Nicholson Pavilion Parking Lighting & Drainage 
36 Physical Plant Yard Resurface 
37 Emerg_ent Landscape 
38 Underground Storage Tank Upgrades 
39 Petroleum Contaminated Soil Assessment 
40 Aquatics Facility Disinfection S_y~tem 
41 Sewer Improvements 
42 Upgrade Alarm Systems 
43 Welding Shop Ventilation 
44 Vehicle Hoists for Motor Pool 
45 Building Mechanical System Upgrades 
46 RandaiUMichaelsen Roof Replacement 
47 Petersen Stair Replacement 
48 Campus lntenor Lighting Improvements 
49 Capital Projects Database 
FMD LAN & Phone Access for Mechanical 
50 Rooms 
51 Boiler Plant Modifications 
52 Replace ClocJts and Transmitters 
53 Window Covering Enhancements 
DIAFt 
Rematoder 
350.000 350.000 350.000 
500.000 500.000 500.000 
450.000 450.000 450.000 
300.000 100.000 
100.000 100,000 100.000 
150.000 150.000 150,000 
250.000 250.000 250.000 
190.000 190.000 190.000 
150.000 200,000 
189,000 
500,000 500,000 500,000 
259.000 
100.000 100,000 100.000 
126.000 
106.000 
33,000 
400,000 400.000 
199.000 
368.000 
200,000 
262.000 
410,000 
334.000 
177,000 
293.000 
152.000 
75.000 
103.000 
224.000 
75,000 
207.000 
59.000 
82.000 
412.000 
661 .000 
63,000 
295.000 
200.000 
773,000 
119.000 
200.000 
21.000 
185.000 
295.000 
758,000 
70.000 
1999..()9 CAPITAL BUDGET REQUEST 
Omnibus Projects - Preservation Detail 
March 24, 1998 
PROJECT NAME 
54 I Campus Bike Paths 
55 I Mitchell Sta1r Repa1rs 
56 Bou1llon Seism1c Panels 
57 Campus Carpet Replacement 
58 Lind Hall Masonry Restoration 
59 Barge Carpet 
60 Purge Brooklane Well 
61 Mail & Duplicating Utility Upgrade 
62 North Alder Drainage Enhancement 
63 South Alder Drainage Enhancement 
64 Enhance Controls at Brooklane Well 
65 Extend Campus Chilled Water 
66 Naneum Remodel Phase II 
67 Pedestrian Facilities East of Blac:J< Hall 
68 RandaiUMichaelsen Lighting Upgrades 
69 South International Center Site Improvements 
70 Interior Signage 
71 Portable Equipment Test Bench 
72 Tennis Court Fence Replacement 
73 Tennis Court Light Improvement 
74 Tennis Court Walkway 
75 Irrigation System Improvements 
76 Resilient Flooring Replacement 
n Handball Court Renovation 
78 Enhance Ninth Avenue Sidewalk 
79 Enhance Sixteenth Avenue 
80 Extend 14th Avenue from Willow to Brooklane 
81 Overlay 18th Avenue 
82 Pave "E" Street 
83 Replace Walkway at Campus Green 
84 Replace Pumps at Brooklane Well 
85 Drainage Enhancements at Community Fields 
86 Cogeneration Study 
87 Upgrade Domestic Water System 
88 Maintenance Shops Lighting Upgrades 
89 Automated Irrigation Controls 
90 RandaiUMichaelsen HVAC 
91 Hogue Tech HVAC Upgrade 
92 Japanese Garden Enhancements 
93 Athletic Fields Lighting and Power Upgrades 
94 Student Village/Quigley Walkway 
95 Utility Enhancement North of Track 
96 Und/8ouillon Service Drive Enhancement 
97 PARF Air Intake 
98 Complete Sign Struc1ure at 14th & Alder 
99 Eleventh Ave Over1ay 
100 Landscape 18th Ave 
101 Power Tech Paving 
102 Randall Service Drive 
103 Elec1rical & Telecomm Ouc1bank Upgrades 
104 Remove Abandoned Steam Manhole 
D 
Total Preservation 3,161.000 3.477.000 3.488,000 3,555.000 3.189.000 
.. 1999-2001 reduced by $500,000 for Edmonds pre-design 
Remainder I 
796.000 
67.000 
334.000 
200.000 
363.000 
67.000 
79.000 
145,000 
158.000 
158.000 
61,000 
660.000 
302.000 
294.000 
743,000 
81,000 
78,000 
17.000 
50,000 
23.000 
242,000 
90,000 
23,000 
30,000 
61.000 
496.000 
447,000 
216,000 
45.000 
226.000 
32,000 
141,000 
245.000 
247,000 
187,000 
1,552.000 
604,000 
56.000 
553,000 
241,000 
173.000 
103.000 
71.000 
21.000 
123.000 
194.000 
31,000 
108.000 
473,000 
33.000 
18.813.000 
Washington State Higher Education Coordinating Board TAB 4 
Summary of 1998 Legislative Session 
Updated, April 14, 1998 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
HIGHER EDUCATION LEGISLATION: 
The following bills from the Higher Education Committees passed the Legislature. 
Governor Locke's action on each of these bills is indicated. 
2SHB 2430 -Advanced College Tuition Payment Program 
The supplemental budget also includes an appropriation allowing the Advanced College 
Tuition Payment Program to initiate operations in order to begin selling tuition units this 
summer. (Governor Locke signed on March 20, 1998) 
HB 2534 -Waiver of Additional Fees for Doctor of Pharmacy 
This bill provides that institutions may exempt additional operating fees for doctor of 
pharmacy students in addition to students in programs for medicine, dental medicine, 
veterinary medicine and law. (Governor Locke signed on March 20, 1998) 
SSB 5517- Students on Governing Boards 
Full-time students in good standing may serve a one-year term on governing boards of 
public 4-year institutions. Student members may not participate in personnel matters. 
(Governor Locke signed on March 20, 1998) 
SSB 6396 - Center for Real Estate Research 
Creates a Center for Real Estate Research at WSU funded by a $10 fee to be paid by 
realtors on the issuance of a new or renewal license. (Governor Locke vetoed on April 
3, 1998) 
SSB 6655- Spokane Higher Education Services 
The bill was expanded to include the elements of SSB 6717 and SSB 6655. The Joint 
Center for Higher Education is eliminated. SIRTI becomes a separate entity with its 
own Board. An intent section is added to the bill, which emphasizes the collaboration 
among higher education institutions that the Legislature intends to occur in Spokane. 
Language on creation of the Spokane branch campus will follow language used in the 
creation of UW Tacoma rather than WSU-Vancouver. Mission statements and 
operating plans will be required from both WSU and Eastern related to their activities in 
the Spokane area. WSU is responsible for the expansion of upper division and 
graduate programs in Spokane proper. The HECB will conduct higher education needs 
assessments and economic analyses, and will approve the plans of both WSU and 
Eastern. To receive a housing allowance, the presidents of public baccalaureate 
1998 Legislative Session Summary Page 2 
institutions must live in the community designated in statute as the primary location of 
the institution. (Governor Locke signed, with partial veto, on April 3, 1998. Sections 6 
and 19 vetoed.) 
OTHER LEGISLATION RELATED TO HIGHER EDUCATION: 
The following bills were generated by other legislative committees and passed the 
Legislature. Governor Locke's action on each of these bills is indicated. 
SH8 1977 - Running Start Agreements with Oregon and Idaho 
School districts in Washington may enter into agreements with community colleges in 
Oregon and Idaho to let Washington students enroll for concurrent high school and 
college credits. (Governor Locke signed on March 20, 1998) 
SH8 2368- Notification of Higher Education Institutions of Enrollment of Sex Offender 
A sex offender must register with the sheriff in the county where a public or private 
higher education institution is located if they are enrolling in that institution. The sheriff 
is to notify the institution's public safety department. (Governor Locke signed on March 
25, 1998) 
HJM 4039 - Petition to Congress and the President 
Congress and the President are petitioned to urge the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) to review and amend its ruling that bars direct reimbursement to 
state agencies that provide telecommunication services. This has important 
consequences for current funding proposals for Washington's K-20 Network. 
(Governor's action not needed; petition is from Washington Legislature to Congress and 
the President) 
S8 5631 - Exemption from State 8&0 Tax 
Nonprofit agencies providing guarantees for federally insured student loans are exempt 
from the State 8&0 Tax if they are also exempt from federal income tax under Sec. 501 
( c )(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. (Governor Locke signed on April 3, 1998) 
SS8 6727 - Distinguished Professorships and Graduate Fellowships 
The Education Savings Account is made subject to appropriation and 10 percent of the 
unappropriated balance in the account and 1 0 percent of future appropriations are to be 
divided among three existing state trust funds established for specific higher education 
purposes. The distribution shall be as follows: 50 percent for distinguished 
professorships, 17 percent for graduate fellowships, and 33 percent for community and 
technical college exceptional faculty awards. HEC8 administers the trust funds for the 
distinguished professorships and graduate fellowships, both of which are directed to the 
six public baccalaureate institutions. (Governor Locke signed on April 2, 1998 
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1998 SUPPLEMENTAL to the 1997-99 BUDGET (a/so see attached spreadsheet): 
Higher Education Coordinating Board 
A General Fund appropriation was made to provide working capital for the Advanced 
College Tuition Payment Program which is to become operational in the next several 
months. Amounts used are to be considered a loan to be repaid from program revenue 
later il! the 1997-99 biennium. 
The Board has been directed to follow up on its recommendations for further study of 
the higher education and economic development needs of the Spokane area. Funds 
have been provided for these studies. 
Funding has been provided to the HECB for pass-through to the University of 
Washington for completion of the statewide Cooperative Library Project. 
The Board, in the 1997-99 biennial budget, is to recommend any additions, deletions or 
revisions to the higher education accountability measures. Included in these 
recommendations are to be "performance indicators to measure successful student 
learning and other student outcomes for possible inclusion in the 1999-2001 operating 
budget." The 1998 Legislature added two additional areas: "measures of 
performance demonstrating specific and measurable improvements related to distance 
education and education provided primarily through technology." All of these 
recommendations regarding higher education accountability are to be forwarded to the 
Office of Financial Management and appropriate legislative committees by January 
1999. 
The Office of Financial Management, working in conjunction with the HECB and the 
State Board for Community and Technical Colleges, is directed to develop long term 
higher education enrollment forecasting models for consideration by the Legislature. 
University of Washington 
UW received funding for equipment and staffing to participate in the lnternet2/Next 
Generation high performance internet service linking major universities and research 
centers across the nation. 
UWs Bothell branch campus received an appropriation for leased space modifications 
to be better able to accommodate increased enrollment. 
The previously federally-funded DO-IT program to recruit, accommodate and retain 
students with disabilities will be continued at the UW from state funds. 
Washington State University 
WSU received supplemental funds to settle several capita1 project construction cost 
claims, as well as funding to manage the Spokane Riverpoint facilities that have been 
transferred to their control. 
Budgeted enrollment targets for FY1999 have been reduced for WSU-Pullman and 
WSU-TriCities and appropriation amounts have also been reduced accordingly. 
1998 Legislative Session Summary Page4 
Increased funding was provided for increased caseloads at the aquatic animals 
diagnostic center. 
The Evergreen State College 
Appropriations to TESC were increased to accomplish space modifications needed for 
increased enrollments already realized. 
The Washington State Institute Public Policy at TESC received an appropriation to do a 
study of employment and earnings patterns among current students at Washington's 
higher education institutions. 
State Board for Community and Technical Colleges 
State General Fund appropriations to the SBCTC were reduced to make use of 
available balances in the Work Force Training Account; the program itself is not 
reduced. General Fund appropriations were also reduced to reflect savings that will 
occur from the delayed opening of Cascadia Community College. 
Increased funding was provided for the technology equipment matching funds program 
of the SBCTC as well as to meet greater than anticipated State Auditor and Risk 
Management Office billings. 
Joint Center for Higher Education 
As SSB 6655 was signed by the Governor, effective July 1, 1998 the Joint Center is 
abolished. Its responsibilities for facilities administration will have been transferred to 
WSU and the Department of Community, Trade and Economic Development (DCTED). 
WSU will manage the educational facilities at the Riverpoint Higher Education Park and 
DCTED will have facilities and administrative responsibilities for a restructured SIRTI. 
The respective funding previously provided to JCHE has also been transferred to WSU 
and DCTED. 
OTHER MATIERS FROM THE 1998 LEGISLATIVE SESSION: 
Senator Wood and Representative Carlson have outlined their request for the HECB to 
continue a review of the State Need Grant Program. This request was communicated in 
letters to Chair Craves and other members of the Board. This continuing review is to 
draw from alternative models outlined in the legislative review of financial aid conducted 
by an independent consultant, Brian Zucker. HECB recommendations for the future 
direction of the State Need Grant Program will be part of this process. A separate 
presentation on the outline of the HECB study will be discussed at the April 141h Board 
meeting. 
. . ~ 
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MAJOR FEATURES OF 1998 SUPPLEMENTAL BUDGETS FOR 
HIGHER EDUCATION 
(General Fund- State) 
Higher Education Coordinating Board 
General Fund advance to the Advanced College Tuition Payment 
Program for initial working capital; to be repaid from program funds. 
Spokane area educational needs and economic development studies. 
Pass-through funding for the statewide Cooperative Library Project. 
University of Washington 
Access to the lnternet2/Next Generation high performance internet service. 
Cost to modify leased space for enrollment increase at UW-Bothell. 
Continue DO-IT program for students with disabilities. 
Washington State University 
Funding to settle construction costs claim. 
Cost to manage transferred Riverpoint facilities. 
Increased caseload at the aquatic animal health diagnostic center. 
Reduced budgeted enrollment level at Pullman and Tri Cities campuses. 
Central Washington University 
Fire protection contract cost. 
The Evergreen State College 
Space modifications to accommodate increased enrollment. 
Study of employment and earnings of higher education students. 
State Board for Community and Technical Colleges 
Use Work Force Training Fund in lieu of General Fund. 
Technology equipment matching funds. 
Savings from delayed opening of Cascadia Community College. 
Increased billings for State Auditor and Risk Management. 
Joint Center for Higher Education 
Agency abolished; funding transferred to WSU and DCTED for FY1999. 
Increased funding allocated to all agencies to meet increased 
employee health and life insurance costs. 
subtotal 
Total 
1,260,000 
250,000 
810,000 
3,000,000 
150,000 
560,000 
3,250,000 
590,000 
100,000 
(2,655,000) 
90,000 
250,000 
35,000 
(2,768,000) 
700,000 
(700,000) 
214,000 
(1 ,470,000) 
3,666,000 
1,826,000 
5,492,000 
Washington State Higher Education Coordinating Board 
SPOKANE AREA HIGHER EDUCATION STUDIES 
Apri/14, 1998 
The following responsibilities are assigned to the Higher Education Coordinating Board, Eastern 
Washington University and Washington State University in Substitute Senate Bill 6655, enacted in 
the 1998 Legislative Session, and signed by Governor Locke on April 3, 1998. 
The assessment of the "economic capacity" of the Spokane area will evaluate and synthesize 
existing information, data and analyses to get a combined perspective· of the current, as well as 
likely future, economic dynamics of the Spokane region, as well as possible contributions to those 
dynamics that could be made by higher education. 
1. Contract: Review of all existing economic studies, completed over the past 10 years, of the 
Spokane region: A qualitative meta-analysis will identify ~ajar themes regarding likely future 
directions for the Spokane economy. Preliminary Draft: June 15, 1998; Final: August 30, 
1998. -
2. Contract: Analyses of current and future labor market information for the Spokane area 
will discern likely future "demand" for workers, by sector and sub-sector, in that part of the 
state. A component of "demand" for trained labor will be gathered from this analysis. This 
quantitative assessment will be closely coordinated with the meta-analysis of economic 
development studies. Preliminary Draft: June 15, 1998; Final: August 30, 1998. 
3. HECB Staff: Interim HECB Report on the Spokane Area Economic Assessment: due July 1, 
1998. . 
4. Contract: "Spokane Trends": Public Forum. Using the information analyzed in the previous 
economic assessments, convene a panel of economic development experts, drawn from 
outside the Spokane area (and from outside Washington State). Panelists will have reviewed 
and analyzed these materials. This panel, in a public setting with higher education, business, 
health care, government and other representatives from the greater Spokane area, will react to 
this information and suggest two to three broad scenarios for developing a dynamic connection 
between likely economic development scenarios and the delivery of higher education. 
Contractor will produce a summary report, incorporating suggestions and recommendations 
from the expert panel. Completion Date: September 1, 1998. 
5. HECB Staff: Integrate findings from all contracted work into Final Report Due: October 1, 
1998. 
1. Contract/1-IECB Staff: Evaluate all existing capacity and academic program information 
from HECB, EWU, WSU, JCHE, Community Colleges of Spokane, and independent higher 
education institutions. Determine current scope and distribution of higher education resources, 
and outline initial inventory of higher education needs in the Spokane area. Completion 
Date: June 15, 1998. 
Spokane Area Projects Page2 
2. HECB Staff: Interim HECB Report on the Spokane Area Higher Education Needs 
Assessment: due July 1, 1998. 
3. Contract/HECB Staff: Complete the inventory and assessment of the balance among 
anticipated, unmet, and fully met academic program needs, by public and independent 
institutions of higher education, in the greater Spokane area. Provide recommendations for 
reconfiguring and restructuring existing academic offerings and development of new academic 
offerings within 3-, 5- and 1 0-year timeframes. Completion Date: September 1, '1998. 
4. HECB Staff: Integrate findings from all contract~d work into Final Report, Due: October 1, 
1998. 
Responsibility: EWUfV\/SU Staff. 
1. EWU Staff: Mission Statement and Operations Plan for Eastern ~ashing'ton University. 
Preliminary Report due to HECB on September 1, 1998; Final Report due to HECB on 
October 15, 1998. 
2. WSU Staff: Mission Statement and Operations Plan for WSU-Spokane. Preliminary Report 
due to HECB on September 1, 1998; Final Report due to HECB on October 15, 1998. 
3. HECB Staff: Based on economic and higher education assessments, as well as mission and 
operations plans, analyze and develop plan for the disposition of the EWU Spokane .Center 
Building. .Present options to HECB for approval at its October 281h Board meeting. Final 
Report Due: December 1, 1998. 
4. HECB Timelines for Approval-to be determined.· 
Responsibility: WSU Staff. 
1. WSU Staff: Higher Education Services Plan for Riverpoint Higher Education Park. 
Preliminary Report due to HECB September 1, 1998; Final Report due to HECB/OFM October 
15,1998. . 
2. WSU Staff: Management Plan, based on economic and higher education assessments, for 
the Riverpoint Higher Education Park, due to HECB by December 1, 1998. 
3. HECB Timelines for Approval-to be determined. 
1. HECB Staff: Overview and Progress Report on Implementation of SSB 6655, due to 
OFM/Legislature January 1, 1999. 
' I Dartmouth College HANOVER . NEw HAMPSHIRE . o3755-354I 
Office of the Registrar • 6014 McNutt Hall · TELEPHONE: (603) .646-2246 
THOMAS F. BICKEL, Registrar 
MARY H. FARRINGTON, Associate Registrar 
NANCY 0. BROADHEAD, Associate Registrar 
TO: Interested colleagues 
FROM: Thomas Bickel, Registrar 
RE: Dartmouth's new transcript procedures 
July 28, 1995 
I'm using this memo to respond to several requests for information regarding the 
new transcript procedures which the Dartmouth faculty voted in 1994 spring and which 
have received considerable attention in the press. 
We began the new procedure in 1994 fall, but delays in the computer 
implementation of the new transcript format (largely caused by problems in other 
admin is tra tive areas that have taken the time of our administrative computing office) are 
persisting, and we do not expect to be ready with it until the end of the summer; thus I 
can't share with you an actual sample rranscript. What I have enclosed are a copy of the 
memo from the faculty curriculum committee (Committee on Instruction) as presented to 
the faculty last May, and a summary of the results as voted by· the faculty with funher 
implementation details as finally settled by the COl last October. We have been posting 
the median grades on our public file server at the end of each term, and have been 
printing them on the studem grade reports. 
I hope this information will be useful to you. I'd be glad to discuss this further by 
letter, phone, or e-mail (thomas.bickel@dartmouth.edu). 
. October 19, 1994 
TO: Interested persons 
FROM: Committee on Instruction (COI) 
RE: New transcript information 
. This memo is imende~ to su~marize the actions taken by the Faculty of Arrs and 
Sc1ences and the COI regardmg placmg the class enrollment and median grade on srudenr 
transcripts. 
. . A. Main motion and implementation details voted by the Faculty of Arts and 
Sciences on May 23, 1994. 
Main morion: Transcripts and student grade repons shall indicate, along with the gr:1de 
earned, the median grade given in the class as well as the class enrollment. Deparrmenrs may 
recommend, with approv~:ll of the cor. that cerrain courses (e.g. honors classes. independenr 
study) may be exempted from this provision. Courses with enrollments of less than ten will also 
be t=xempted. 
Implementation: 
•The record of a course on a student's transcript now reads 
MA TH003 INTRO TO CALCULUS B 1 
indicating the course number and title, the grade received. and the course credit 
(one course) received. 
•Under the new proposal, the record would read 
MA TH003 INTRO TO CALCULUS B 1 (110) (B-) 
indicating that the class had an enrollment of 110 and that the median (or average) 
grade was B-. Headers at the top of each column would indicate the nature of the 
data displayed. 
•At the bottom of the transcript there would be a summary statement of the following 
type: 
"Exceeded the median grnde in 13 courses; equaled the median &rr.lde in 7 courses: below 
the median grade in 13 courses: 33 courses taken digiblt= for this comparison." 
•There would be explanation on the reverse of the transcript that certain courses were not 
included in the comp:uison. 
·This revision of the grade reporting forrn:u will be compkred so as to enable the C!Jss of 
199~ to h~ve :1 unifonn rranscript. 
B. Further implementation details voted by the COI on October 18, 1994. 
1. If there is an exact tie for the median grnde in a class, a notation such as BIB+ 
will appear as the median grade, with an explanation on the reverse side of the transcript 
that this means that the cut-off for the median grade was exactly between B and B+ 
2. Courses with enrollments under 10 will be exempted from having the median 
grade appear. Departments chairs will be asked if any other of their courses meet the 
provisos of the Faculty motion (honors classes, independent study, etc.) and should be 
exempted. The COl will make the fin:tl detennination of what courses will be exempted. 
3. The calculation of the median course grade will be made at the time that all 
grades have been submitted for a term. It will be recalculated at the end ofthe next term 
to account for grade changes, resolution of Incompletes, etc., bur will nor be recalculated 
again even if there are funher changes in grade. 
4. The Office of the Registrar will make publicly available at the end of each 
term a list of ail courses not exempted (see 2 above) along with their enrollment and 
median grade. 
• I -
5. The grades of all students, whether matnculated Danmouth undergmduares or 
nor, who are officially enrolled in a class and are gr.Ided under the A-E grading scale, 
will be used in calculating the median grade for the class. 
. 6. The enrollment and median grade for a class will not appear on the transcript 
of a student whose final standing in rhe class is NR as a result of the use of the Non-
Recording Option and failure to achieve the student's grade limit. The actual letter 
grades assigned to students who receive a standing of NR will be used in the calculation 
of the class median grade. · 
Dartmouth College HANoVER. New HAMPsHIRE. 03755-3526 
TilE FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES • 6045 WENTWORTif HALL • TEL: 603 646-2020 
COMMITIEES OF THE FACULTY 
COMMI17'EE ON INSTRUCTION 
TO: Faculty of Art and Sciences 
FROM: Gary D. Johnson, Chair, COl 
DATE; May 3, 1994 
RE: Grade reporting and the transcript 
In re~ent years there has. been c'?ncern z:egarding continuing grnde inflation at Dartmouth, as well 
.as wtth cb.e problem of d.iff~rentlal gradmg levels between departments and divisions. By way of 
illustration, the overall grade point average (GPA) increased from 3.06 in 1976-77 to 3.23 in 
1992-93. Average grades in cb.e Humanities division in 1992-93 were 3.36 compared with 3.09 
in the Science division. 
In the fall of 1990. the submission of the annual Registrar's Report on Grades containing such 
information prompted considerable discussion at the Executive Committee of the Faculty. A 
discussion of chis issue and a proposal by Professor Russell Hughes. then a member of the 
Executive Committee. was forwarded to the COl along with a mandate to consider the general 
issue of grading at Dartmouth. 
Over the intervening years. the Conunictee has discussed this issue on several occasions. The 
current state of our deliberations is this: 
(a) It is clear both from published sources and informal discussion that grade intlation 
and differential grading exist at other institutions, apparently in very similar form co what we 
have found at Danmouch. 
(b) There are significant differences as to comparative information available on studenr 
cranscriprs. At Dartmouth. the term GPA and cumulative GPA are assigned at the end of each 
term: the overall rank in class is assigned upon graduation. but not before (the Registrar's office 
will provide this informacion to students upon request). Several of the other Ivy institutions omir 
GPAs and ranks from their transcripts. At McGill. the institution which pro·1ided rhe basis for 
the original Hughes proposal. information regarding the enrollment and avernge grnde in each 
course is added to the transcript. 
(c) The COI developed a preliminary proposal which was distributed ro the Student 
Assemblv, tbe Dean and Associate Deans of the FacultY and Divisional Councils (for disrribution 
to deparrmemal chairs), and "flze Dartmouth for d·iscussion. We solicited comments J.nd 
suggestions. both regarding rhe specific proposal and about related aspects of grading at 
Dartmouth. 
That proposal. slightly modified ~s a resu~t of input from these variou.s sources. a~ well .as 
continued deliberation bv rhe COl. JS now bemg presented co rhe FacultY ot .-\res and Sc1ences tc-
irs consideration and possible implement:uion: · 
' , 
cor Gradias Propow; s~rcmber .29. 1994 
Eaclosun: 
It is herein proposed: 
2 
Transcripts and student grade reports should indicate, aJong with the grnde earned the 
median grade given in the class as weJJ as the class enroUment. Departments ~ay 
recommend, with approval of the COl, that certain courses (e.g. honors classes 
independent study) may be exempted from this provision. Courses with enrollments of les; 
than ~en will also be exempted. 
Implementation: 
•The record of a course on a student's transcript now reads 
MATH003 INTROTOCALCULUS B 1 
indic::1ting the course number and title. the grade receive~ and the course credit 
(one course) received. 
•U nder the new proposal. the record would re::J.d 
MATH003 INTRO TO CALCULUS B 1 (110) (B-) 
indic::J.ting that the class had an enrollment of II 0 and that the median grade was 
B-. He::1ders at the top of e::J.ch column would indicate the nature of the data 
displayed. 
• At the bottom of the transcript there would be a summary statement of the following 
type: 
"Exceeded the median grade in 13 courses; equaled the median grade in 7 courses; below 
the median grade in 13 courses; 33 courses taken eligible for dtis comparison." 
•There would be explanation on the reverse of the transcript that certain courses were not 
included in the comparison. 
•This revision of the grade reporting format will be completed so as ro enable the Class of 
1998 to have J. uniform transcript. Retroactive updating of the tr.mscriprs for students in 
the classes of 1997. 1996. and 1995 for courses taken before the final implemenrarion 
will be addressed if resources permit. 
The advanta.l!es which· the COI sees in this system. apart from simply providing more 
information co users of the transcript. are: 
(I) students will be able to see how they stand relative to their classmates. and they will 
more de::J.rly perceive rhac. for example. a B~ earned in one dass may be ::1bove the class median 
while in anocher it may represent below-median work. 
(2) facultv members who now give high grades may be willing to grade by stricter 
standards when rhev know chat grades given in courses with very high class averages will not 
loo.k as strong a.s they previously did when comparison wirh the class median was nor available. 
t3) uursiJt! users uf the trans«.:ripr will han! more informacion by whi~:h to juJge rhc rruc 
rank of :1n individual scudcnt in hi.s or her classes. 
cor GB4iu1 Proposat; scpa:m0er 29. 1994 . 
Em:Josun: 
3 
It is hoped that this system may address the problem of continued grade inflation, by reducisg 
incentive for faculty to continue to increase their grades and thus blur the distinction between the t 
good~ the excellent and the exceptional. as is now the case. It is also hoped that the effects of 
differential grading will be in part amelio~ted, thus providing additional incentive for students t0 
take courses in areas where the average grade is relatively low. 
We, the COI. encourage all interested parties to reread pages 79-81 (Scholarship Ratings) m the 
ORC, to reaffirm the expected standards of academic accountability at Dartmouth . 
• 
·r.= t 
1,: 
• • .! ..... . 
l State polfea InVestigator Roderick F. Ston~ photographs the ruin: 
::· 
f;.ollege Tries To 
Make· The Grade 
Mean Som.eJhing 
By ELLEN SWAIN 
· · Valley News Staff Writer 
. HANOVER - As she nursed a cup of hot chocolate 
In a hallway of the Collis Center, Dartmouth College junior Sharon Walker explained that students there 
expect to earn lower grades in science courses. 
"For the same amount of eftort, you get a higher 
~de in a humanities course," said Walker, who 
..,oused and smiled. "That's just the way it is." 
Walker is a French major who takes science classes 
to fuJ..OJ..l p~u.is.ites for medicaJ school. 
She's not upset by the discrepancy, nor is she 
optnnistic that a new grade-reporting method adopted 
by Dartmouth will compensate for the inconsistency. 
"It just seems like a waste of ink," she said. 
· ·~·wrult's the point?" . 
Starting with the newest class of Dartmouth College 
students, the faculty will attempt to put grades into a 
proper context, to give meaning to the marks. From 
now on, student transcripts will show more than just 
the student's grades: Alongside will be the size of the.· 
class and the median grade. Small seminars and 
jlonors courses, where all students tend to earn high 
marks, will be among those exempted. 
The average grade at Dartmouth, using a 4.0 scale, 
. bas risen from 3.06 in the 1916-71 school year to 3..23 in 
the 1992·93 school year. 
The increase has been most pronounced in the 
humanities and social sciences; marks have remained 
relatively stable in the sciences. Average humanities 
grades in 1992·93 were 3.36, and io the social sciences 
3.18, compared with 3.09 in the sciences. 
n·s called grade intl.ation. and it has taken the luster 
from the top marks for which most students presuma· 
bly strive. An A is less special, .a B-plus may seem like 
missing the mark, and a C is companion to failure. 
· "The top grades don't discriminate the extremely 
good from the good,'' said Dartmouth College Registrar 
Thomas Bickel. 
In recent years, academics have tried to get a 
handle on the relative nature of grades, in part to make 
them more meaningful to those who use them to 
evaluate people - such as grndu.ate scbool admissions 
olficers and corporate recruiters. For instance, the 
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·.-----...- .___ At . . . method slmllar to ~ne ued at McGUl U~~ty · lng rovernment. . . 
. ----.----. - MeOW declded to Include lnformaUon about mou students mlRht be disadvantaged ln the 
talllng grade wlll be avallable \o faculty at the composlUon or classes altet some eompeU· ; workforce or In the scramble for graduate 
Stanford Unlvenlty at the start or tbe 1995-96 Uve students complained \o the re&J.strar ln the · ~r;.W,.a;ns because other eoUeses do not lnclude 
her out.'" 
lcllool year, alter a 24-year absence. Stanford ·earls 19!'0S1 uld Registrar Jean-Paw ScbueUer. . lnformaUon on grade reports. 
· aboUsbed grades of D arid F ln mo, tbe D wu "It swted IS 1 student's request for 1 mare Yunlbandhu grew up ln New Zealand, where, 
telnstated In ms. . . . preclse grading scheme,·~ said SChueller. she said, all hfgb scllools report almllarly de-~ Dartmouth's declslon to Change the way It Tbe Impetus canie fi'om different quarters at talled lnformaUoa on tr. anacrlpta. The lystem 
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Alaa Pudlms, Slewe: t'eports srades generated, unanUclpa~ naUooal. Dartmoutli, said Johnson. Tbe faculty committee works well there because all schools report 
illtenUon u an attack on grade lnfiatlon, said .had several reasons for ·maklng the adjustment, srades In the same manner1 sbe sald. "It's not qary Jobmoo1 ao earth science professor and lncludlna wantln.l to l.lve students a sense of bow rea.nr. fair to Dartmouth atuaents U other echooll 
t:halrman of toe faculty commlltee that recom· they . eomp~ lo tllelr peers, and wanting to . aren t reportlog the Information." 
mended the new reporting method: A commen· give employers and admJSsloos officers at sradli· Tbe d.lrec'or or admissions at Yale Law 
. \ary on It appeared on ~e editorial pages of The ale and ~rolesslooal schools a eonteU Within School wu enthuslasUc about what Dartmouth Is 
Wall Street Journal recently and It won mention which to place Dartmouth grades. doing. "Any lnlonnatlon that Rives us more 
In The New Yoril flmu ~the Botton Globe ln A aide benefit may be t.J1at students concerned delallabout what a grade means fs helpful," said 
Auf.!St. · with protecting hlgh grade point averages might Jean Webb. Her task ls to help pare the 
'1 don't think the corrimlttee vlewed It u a be more wU.Ung to experiment and take a course appUcanl pool of 5,000 prospective student.a to fill 
frontal assault on gradelnOatlon," Johnson saJd. In which lower grades are typically given. Such a . 175 avaUable slots ln the first-year class. 
Oplnlon on campus Is dlvlded about whether student's transCript would refiect the challenge Grade lnDatlon ln schOIJls around the country 
lbat WUl be the outcome. he or she was willing to asswne, Johnson said. makes the marks students earn (rom various 
English Department Cbalrman WUUam Cook .. Frankly, why a student ls here Ia to become a lnstltutlons clilltcult to compare. "Grade tnnaUoo 
makes DO apoloJdel for the higher grades given broadly educated penon," he aafd. idds one more layer of com~lexlty." abe said. 
ln the bumanltfes. "You know fuU weD when Not eveqone on campus bu embraced the Joyce CurU, asslatant iiean lor adllllsslons 
_you're walklng lnlo this class or dlsclpUne that . oew proposal. and llnanclal ald at Harvard L11w School, also 
it's. not 'olng to operate ln the aame way u Phyalcs professor Delo Mook. on the Dart· said the extra lhformallon would belp her get a 
another,' he Sald. "Nor should lt." mouth faculty for 25 yean~, thinks the new better handle on bow wellalludent pirlonned at 
He said the new grade-reporting system wiD . method wUJ add another layer or stress lo . an Dartmouth. 
help brlna meanlna to the marks, but 1t won't already tense envkonment for students. Olferlna a dUlerent view was Bonnie Schneck, 
prompt ·film to cltange the way ' he grades · "I tblnk It's tcylnl to solve a problem ln the an admissions omcer for the medical school at 
students, i method he lias worked out durtng hla wrong way. It abo lasters a falSe competition the University of Vermont, where students are 
·nearly 40 years of teacblng. between the students," said Moot. He said admitted based on under@aduale marks, stan· 
"1 wW g. eoerally read through a set or essays students should be graded on how well they dardlzed test scores and recommendaUons. 
to r.et a sense ol where a class fs," be said. "1 r.o master the materlalln a course, not bow tbelr That's already a lot of lnfonnatlon, she said, and 
back a second Ume, and 1 grade. 1 use almost ao performance compare~ to classmates'. the additional lnformaUon on Dartmouth tran-
qtianUtaUve measures ln asslgnlna grades." U Dartmouth Is serious about equallzlng ICrlpts probably won't make much dlllerence. 
Rogen EUJott, a. professor of psychology at grades wlthlD the various dlsclpUnes, the school . William Wrlgbt-swadel, director or career 
Dartmouth. has studied the varlaUon. In grades should target the faculty, not the lludenll, be senlces at Dartmouth, expects corporate recrul· 
between dlaclpllnes, and be es:pects iClence aald. · ters to welcome the additional transcript lnfor· 
students to benefit (rom the new grade reports. "I would try to start a dialogue among faculty matloo. "Recruiters are always trylog to 
Perhaps, he suggested, faculty Within the hu- concerning the phUosophy of grading. What does quantify things," be aa.ld. 
. manltles and soelal lclences will adopt atrleter - lt mean to assign a gra~e'l Wbat does that mean u wW be four years be(ore anyone graduates 
·. gra~ auJdellnes. ln an lndlvldual'a tleld7 said Mook. from Dartmouth with a full transcript of the new 
· · "Wfiy should the sciences change tbelr stan·· Students Interviewed generally a~ that reporting system. By then, any controversy ~J _!!'!' .. !1]~~ -"!~~~erlous thing Is why the !h~ ':_fl!::t_. ":~~!~~~:~~ea..:~~~~!~~: ~. t~~ probably wl1l haye ~v~por.~~~! If partmouth 
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This certifies that ~as aomitted to Dartmouth College in 
September, 1994 to the Class of 1998 as a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. 
Major: Economics 
Major: Government 
Student Status: Good Academic Stand.ng. 
Second Honor Group 1995-96. 
Third Honor Group 1994-95. 
Physical Education requirement completed. 
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Term Course Course Title ... . Gr. CIL CC. Enr. Med; Term ~ourse • Course Title Gr. CiL CC. Enr. Med. 
PBYSOOJ CU:DXT BY CUP CA 
PBYBOO' CU:DXT BY CUP CA 
LANQOOl LANG. U • XNTHL. STUDENT EL 
ADV MATiiOll CU:DXT BY PROFXCXENCY CP 
94F 
95W 
95S 
95X 
~ 
96W 
96S 
MA'rHOOl CU:DXT BY C~ 
MATH008 CU:DXT BY CBU .. . 
T.A:vg. CUm. ivg~ . . Cum. cc. 5 
ZCON001 TBZ PRXCZ SYSTZH 
MA'fli02i . LXNnll Ai:.Gmnu:..aoNORS 
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. . . . ,, . ~ 
)"' .. 
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A~.': !· 
•• : ..... ":~ ~ ~ - ···~· ) >,o, ': ......... :.' .... 
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. - '( .. . ... ~ ; .. ~.- .... , · 
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T.A'J!'g ~ 3.i eum. Avg. 3.ff ~· cc ; 11 ,- :. 
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A -. • 
A~ 
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T.A!g• 3.1 CUm. Avg. 3.70 CUm. CC• 1• 
.... -
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ECON021 K:tCROECONOH:tCS A 
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T.Avg. 3.9 CUm. ~vg ! 3.75 Cum. CC. 17 
.ECON010 :tNTRO TO STAT:tSTCL M'l'BDS A * 
ECON039 XNTEIUO.'l':tOHA.L TUl>B A-,_ 
.. 
, 
GoV'l'OU MODERN POLXTXCAL THOUGHT A- .. 
T.Avg. 3.8 CUm. Avg. 3.76 Cum. CC. 20 
' 
: 
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DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 
COMMITIEES OF mE FACUL'IY 
~ay 19, 1997 
TO: The Faculty of Arts and Sciences 
FROM: Jonathan Crewe, Chair, Committee on Instruction 
RE: Reporting of Class Median Grades on Student Transcripts 
The Faculty of Am and Sciences 
6045 Wentworth Hall · Room 307 
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755-3526 
Telephone: 603/646-2020 
The Committee on Instruction (COI) is conducting a brief survey of faculty reactions to the recently 
instituted college practice of listing class median grades on student transcripts. We would appreciate your 
answers to the questions below. If you answer "yes" to one or more of the questions, please add a brief 
explanation in each case. Using this sheet or additional ones, you are welcome to comment as well on 
related matters not covered by the questions: for example, the respective rationales for reporting the median, 
the mean, or class GPA; whether you regarded grade inflation as a problem before the system was 
implemented, and whether reporting the median has made any difference; whether median grade reporting 
fairly and usefully represents students' accomplishments within and beyond the college. Please return 
questionnaires to the Registrar with your grade sheets or to Karen Pistey at Hinman Box 6045. 
RESULTS FOR SEPTEMBER 30, 1997 MEETING OF COl 
126 SURVEYS RETURNED OUT OF THE 357 MAILED 
1. Has the inclusion of the median grade altered your grading practices in any way? 
Yes =9 No= 113 
2. In your view, has inclusion of median grades produced any negative consequences? 
Yes= 15 No= 104 
3. Do you believe the inclusion of the median grade has had any effect on enrollment in your classes? 
Yes =4 No= 109 
r 
' 
YES N) COMMENTS -MEDIAN GRADE SURVEY 
X 3. Students are aware that my median grades are lower than the 
average in my department and think twice about taking my 
class as a result. 
X 1. But I think it is a good idea. 
X 2. I think the consequences are positive- it more accurately 
conveys class standing - it should be factored into 
computation of GP A! 
X 1. Since you use the median, rather than the mean I could load 
up on higher grades above and below whatever value I'm 
shooting for without affecting the measured statistics. 
X 3. While I don't do this, it's tempting (fewer complaints). I 
think the mean is a better measure. 
X 1. However, the median is not the right measure, you should be 
using the mean. 
2. Don't know. 
3. Don't know. 
X 1. Regarding what number to report so as to indicate the 
"average" grade and thus the grading standard applied, I 
personally calculate and consider the class GPA when deciding 
on grades for large classes. I prefer this number or the class 
mean grade over the currently reported median grade. 
2. Grade inflation is a problem and continues to be a problem 
but the reported class median grade helps me account for grade 
inflation when evaluating a student's record for 
recommendations and awards. Often now I look first at the tally 
that indicates the number of courses where the student's grade 
was above, equal to, or below the class median as an indication 
of the student's accomplishments relative to his/her peers at 
Dartmouth. 
1. N/A 
X 2. In the case of an unusually good class with high grades, the 
students who fell below the median but were still good felt that 
they had done badly. 
3. Don't know 
X 1. I make sure that I keep the median the same each time I offer 
a certain course (say a large intro survey course), unless the 
X 
class is unusually better or worse than usual 
3. Don't know but I rarely talk to anyone who admits to 
knowing you can look up median grades on public. You should 
do mean GP A as well as median for each class. 
May, 1997 
X 
YES 1'0 
standards I had employed in the past, but did not try to fit a 
curve to a group of 16 highly selected students. 
As to just how highly selected they were, Tom Lux on has 
informed me that the initial criterion for exemption from 
English 5 this past Fall was a rank of 5 (the highest) on the 
Advanced Placement Examination in English, rounded out by 
students with a minimum score of 770 on the verbal SAT. 
It should not be at all surprising that the majority of students 
with such high verbal aptitudes would perform well above the 
overall College average in a course in which one-half of the 
final grade was based on writing performance. I am convinced 
that an injustice is being done to these students of mine, 
particularly those with grades of "B+." by the reporting of the 
specific class median along with their earned grades. 
I was off-campus the term that the faculty voted in this new 
grading system, but I understand that a motion to exempt first-
year seminars from the new reporting system was made and 
failed. I strongly urge the Committee on Instruction to 
reconsider that vote, particularly for the highly selective Fall 
term first-year seminars, and subsequently to ask the full 
·faculty to do so. Several alternative solutions occur to me, but I 
believe that the COl can come with better proposals than mine. 
1, 2, 3: I have no idea; I have no idea; Don't know. 
X I. Median makes sense- grades are rarely normally 
distributed! I was already grading with a sensitivity to median. 
X 3. Why would it?? It would be helpful to know ( l) if there is a 
"recommendation" for what medians should be, or (2) at least a 
published "College" or "Divisional" median at the end of each 
year. 
X 1, 2, 3: The big issue you are not focusing on is the newly 
attained ability of students to drop near the end of the term. 
This has had a major effect on my class GP A. The D's, E's, and 
many C's now drop, raising the GP A for those who are left. 
X 
1. I now adjust the grades in the C+ to A- range to achieve a 
desired median grade. The adjustments are not large. 
3. The new drop procedures have had such a large effect that it 
is not possible to identify a separate effect of median grades. 
ALSO: - reponing the mean GPA would be better - Grade 
inflation is a huge problem, both before and after this policy. 
X 2. What~ been negative is the ease with which students may 
drop classes entirely. After the first exam or paper, many 
students drop this class. This is undesirable because in many 
cases they can do better on later tests or papers. I have had to 
make early exams easier than before to prevent drops. 
I 
. YES NJ 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
People who will have W appear on their transcripts should be 
left on the grade list and counted when assigning median grade 
for the class ! · 
1. I check to see where the median falls and make adjustments 
to put the median where I think it belongs. · 
3. I suspect that the enrollment in Bio23 would be higher if the 
course was easier and the median grade higher . 
•.. , 
2. Only in the sense that, once a course's median grade is now a 
matter of public record, students (or at least some of them ... ) 
tend to choose elective courses more on the basis of how it will 
affect their GPA. 
3. This is a difficult question to answer with any real sense of 
conviction. but whether my enrollments have gone down or 
remained the same, I have been told by a number of different 
students that the median grades in my courses are relatively 
~ .. and I can't honestly imagine that such a reputation is 
enbancin~ my enrollments! Despite my feeling that the 
publication of median grades can only have an adverse effect 
on the enrollments in courses taught by comparatively 
stiff/severe graders (among whom I would number myself), I 
am stronii:JY in favor of the median grade reporting system. It 
seems to me by far the simplest and most effective way to 
communicate genuine student achievement within a system 
where the individual grading practices of faculty are so 
highly variable; it also is the only long-term hedge against the 
tendency of grade inflation to render sill grades virtually 
meaningless. 
1. Last a student who was assigned to my section of a course 
pointed out that my median grade was lower than other 
instructors'. That has Jed me to try to avoid a median below B+. 
So the effect has not been to shame instructors into lowering 
grades- just the opposite. 
2. See above. Yes, I saw grade inflation as a problem before and 
I still do. Not because what was once a Cis now a B, but because 
there's no wiggle room at the top. 
3. I don't know. The student mentioned above gave me that 
impression, claiming that he and others regularly consult 
"Public" to compare instructors' grades. 
I. It bas made me realize that it is probably too high for my 
classes and thus helped push me toward setting higher 
standards and greater willingness to assign lower grades. 
I did believe that grade inflation was a problem before the 
system was implemented, and I have tried to be more "serious" 
in my grading. Since I do not have any idea what the medians 
are for my courses or for the courses in my Dept., they have not 
affected me one way or the other. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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grade scale. If the median grade policy doesn't come with some 
policy to anchor it- some clear statement of whether we 
generally want the medians to be lower, higher, or just equal-
it can go in any direction! More grade inflation, obviously, is a 
bad thing, since the scale of 'acceptable' grades is already far 
too small to allow for meaningful distinctions. Students (in the 
humanities anyway) interpret anything below a B+ not only as 
a "bad grade" but also an assault on their self-esteem and 
human rights. If I stiii want to reserve As for truly superior 
work, that essentially gives me A-, B+ and B to play with- B-
denoting quite lackluster work. 
2. Separate medians for sections graded together can be 
misleading as identical students will look different. A bigger 
problem is with late drop data, reported median does not always 
well reflect the actual class performance. Median for 
nondropping students decreases overall median. 
2. I think a student with an A will be deflated to learn that the 
class median is AlA-. I would like to be able to discuss the 
median with my class, but by the time I know what it is, they 
are gone. 
3. Don't know 
2. Small advanced creative writing classes tend to attract 
talented kids who have competed for these spots. It lessens 
their accomplishments, I believe, if it is felt they were graded 
easily rather than all worked very hard. 
I. I haven't changed but it has provided a nice way to be 
consistent!! 
2. Absolutely no negative consequences 
1. I already graded below the median of my department; with 
the new transcript arrangement, I now do so more 
emphatically, worrying less about student opinions of my 
"rigorous standards." 
2. Less individual treatment of students 
2. I have a comment about the actual physical appearance of 
the median grade on a Dartmouth transcript (which I have 
never seen). 
I chair one of our department's graduate committees, and 
occasionally when reviewing the transcripts of applicants to 
our grad program, we come across transcripts that report the 
mean or median grade. 
FACULTY STUDENTS STAFF 
Central needs YOUR IDEAS! 
Plan to attend the 1998 Central Washington University strategic planning forums: 
April 22 and 24 Barge Hall412 2 - 4:30p.m. daily 
The CWU strategic planning committee has designed the spring forums to be the first in a new series 
of university-wide discussions about critical issues facing us and alternative strategies we may choose 
to address them. 
We need your presence -- and your voice -- to make this new planning approach work. We are 
reserving more than half of each day's forum for your ideas. 
On April 22 and 24, President Nelson, the vice presidents, and academic deans will make brief 
introductions, outlining their priorities, values, plans, and activities -- influenced by the five themes 
developed by the Board of Trustees. You will then have the opportunity to share your perspectives and 
responses, starting in small group discussions and reconvening for a question and answer/wrap-up 
session. 
The CWU Board of Trustees themes, designed to guide this year's strategic planning discussions, 
are: 
1: What markets (geographic, student, employer) should CWU serve? 
2: What configuration/strategy will make CWU competitive? 
3: What should be the linkage between student success, university performance measures, 
and department funding? 
4: ·How should we increase diversity university-wide? 
5: How are we going to change to a performance based organization and develop a 
supportive climate? 
Themes 1, 2, and 4 will be addressed on Wednesday, April22. 
Themes 3 and 5 will be addressed on Friday, April24. 
To help you prepare for the forums, we have placed presidential, vice presidential, and deans' 
summaries of their strategic objectives and budget requests for 1998-99 and 1999-01 on the CWU 
website (www.cwu.edu/-pres/forums/), for your review. For those who cannot attend one or both of 
the forums, we invite you to share your input by talking directly with your department chair, dean, or 
vice president, or by sending your written response via e-mail to Phil Backlund (backphil @cwu.edu), 
chair of the strategic planning committee. 
Please join us on April22 and 24, for these critical CWU-wide discussions which will inform the 
president's cabinet and academic deans in their next round of decision-making, budget allocation, and 
strategic planning. 
